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Message from the Chair

on behalf of the board of trustees of the Canadian Museum of nature i am pleased  
to present the 2011–2012 annual report. two years have passed since the successful 
reopening of the victoria Memorial Museum building in May 2010. good progress has 
been made towards consolidating the major advances achieved since the reopening as 
the Museum returned to steady-state operations. a comprehensive redevelopment of 
the Museum’s public galleries and the mounting of a lively public education programme 
have resulted in heightened interest in the public face of the museum and awareness of 
the scientific leadership, knowledge and expertise of the Museum.

the next five years to 2017, another major transition will occur. the Museum will move  
to expanding the Museum’s social relevance, reputation and horizons as an international 
first-rank Museum. it will use its renewed public facility to promote understanding and 
respect for the environment, reaching out to Canadians across the country via the internet, 
with its partners in the alliance of natural history Museums of Canada and other national 
and international networks.

the search for a new President and Ceo was a top priority for the board of trustees in 
2010–2011 and the new Ceo, Margaret beckel, was appointed by the Minister of Canadian 
heritage and official languages in June 2011. her proven leadership and operational 
skills and vast knowledge of museums, arts and culture has proved beneficial for the 
Museum and several significant advances have been made in a very short period of time. 

we said farewell to two board members, lise des greniers from grandby, Quebec and 
harold robinson of edmonton, alberta. i would like to express my gratitude to both of 
them and acknowledge their very valuable contributions to the Museum during their 
terms on the board. the Museum also welcomed two new board members, byron neiles 
and reg Manhas, both from Calgary, alberta and erin rankin nash from london, ontario 
was re-appointed to the board.

My fellow trustees and i work hard to ensure that the Museum benefits from our  
governance, oversight and support. in order for the Museum to deliver on its mandate,  
it must have a cooperative and constructive relationship with the government of Canada 
through the Minister of Canadian heritage and official languages, and with Central 
agencies. the Museum continues to make every effort to cultivate these relationships 
and the board of trustees would like to thank the government of Canada for its continued 
support of the Museum. 

in closing, the Museum has a significant national mandate and remains committed  
to ensuring that the significant investment of $216 million made by the government  
of Canada to restore this historical national natural history museum is of benefit to all 
Canadians. under the leadership of President and Ceo Margaret beckel, with the expertise 
of management and staff, the guidance of the board of trustees, and the support of the 
government of Canada, i remain confident and optimistic about the future of the Canadian 
Museum of nature. 

Florence Minz

Chair, Board of Trustees
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Message from the President  
and Chief executive officer

although i have held the position of Ceo for less than a year at the time of writing this 
message, i am pleased to report that the Museum has implemented several key initiatives 
that work towards achieving its four strategic objectives: Knowledge and Discovery,  
Inspiration and Education, Presence, and Performance. a fifth objective, Advancement  
was developed for implementation in 2012–2013. 

several significant advances were made to promote, highlight and expand the scientific 
leadership, knowledge and expertise of the Museum this past year. Extreme Mammals, 
an international travelling exhibition and partnership with the american Museum of 
natural history (aMnh), California academy of science and the Cleveland Museum, 
showcasing an array of specimens and models that include Puijila darwini, a Museum 
“missing link” discovery, continues to tour internationally. as well, a new partnership 
was established with the aMnh in new York and the field Museum in Chicago, featuring 
four of our Museum scientists. the exhibition, Creatures of Light, an exhibition on  
bioluminescence, will appear at the Museum in ottawa in 2014 after openings in  
March 2012 in new York, followed by a tour at the field Museum in Chicago. additionally, 
one of the Museum’s travelling exhibitions, Moths, will be showcased at the aMnh and  
the field Museum in 2012–2013. 

the Museum’s national travelling exhibition programme, considered to be the only one 
of its kind in Canada, continued to be popular and this year, has reached 30 communities 
and 173,287 visitors. one of the most popular exhibitions on tour, Ice Age Mammals 
featuring Museum scientists, is now travelling internationally, specifically at the burpee 
Museum in rockford, ilinois.

the Museum continues to demonstrate leadership in arctic research through its on-going 
projects, with a track record that is traced to the first Canadian arctic expedition from 
1913–1916. the results of our work profile new specimen discoveries and are important 
to the national museum and our many collaborators. this work was regularly published 
in many scientific journals and presented at professional meetings, including the final 
gathering of the international Polar Year in Montreal. two new proposals were submitted 
to Nature Journal featuring new palaeo discoveries in the high arctic and China by Museum 
researchers. these submissions findings are of international importance and we expect 
that some of the new findings will become an integral part of new arctic-related projects 
planned in preparation for Canada’s 150th anniversary in 2017.

importantly, a new performance measurement framework was initiated in 2010–2011 
that enables the organization to track performance and measure its impact and value 
to Canada and to people internationally. the Museum will constantly seek to improve 
its processes and performance targets and existing measures will be revised to reflect 
changes in the business environment, the prioritization of activities and outcomes 
through corporate planning exercises and new initiatives that contribute to the  
Museum’s key objectives.
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Message from the President  
and Chief executive officer

in light of the new market opportunities for the victoria Memorial Museum building (vMMb) 
and to leverage the government of Canada’s $216 million investment, the Museum has 
invested in a new marketing approach with large promotion plans integrated to create 
awareness of the Museum’s line up of blockbusters, the first being Whales Tohor -a – The 
Exhibition, an exhibition produced by the Museum of new Zealand te Papa tongarewa. 
new 3d movie offerings in the renovated theatre have allowed the Museum to regain the 
technological edge, generate extra revenue and add excitement to the visitor experience. 
a new pricing structure was introduced in March 2012 increasing the revenue potential 
of the Museum, one that better reflects the value proposition of the Museum’s products 
and services and one that allows more flexibility for visitors.

fall 2011 saw the initiation of a new advancement strategy focused on building support 
from individual, corporate and foundation donors. this strategy will advance the Patron 
fundraising programme, create a national nature Council and the development of a  
five-year plan and case for support to advance the Museum’s position as a leader in  
arctic research and discovery, culminating in 2016–2017 with the unveiling of a  
Canadian arctic gallery.

in closing, i would like to thank the Museum staff for their dedication and efforts in support 
of these new directions and i look forward to an invigorating and exciting 2012–2013.

Margaret Beckel

President and Chief Executive Officer

a bronze sculpture  
of Puijila darwini, a 

“missing link” fossil 
discovered by a CMn 

scientist, was added to 
the Extreme Mammals 

exhibition in ottawa.
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A YEAR IN REvIEw: HIGHlIGHts 

Progress was made towards consolidating the major advances achieved since the reopening of the renovated 

Victoria Memorial Museum Building in May 2010. As the Museum returned to steady-state operations, work 

continued towards achieving its four strategic objectives: knowledge and discovery, inspiration and education, 

presence, and performance. 
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Objective 1: 
To develop innovative approaches 
that increase awareness of Canada’s 
natural environment based on 
research and collections programmes.

Several, significant advances were made 

to promote, highlight and expand the 

scientific leadership, knowledge and 

expertise of the Museum.

g the overall capacity to create informa-
tion related to biodiversity research was 
improved through the Museum Research 
Centres of Excellence established in 
2010–2011 in the areas of Arctic Research 
and Species Discovery. 

g the Museum is an expert in Canada 
and abroad in the scientific skills encom-
passing species discovery. this involves 
taxonomic work in the field and laboratory,  
finding, describing, documenting and 
increasing access to natural history 
specimens. it also involves training young 
scientists, reviewing and contributing to 
the scientific literature, presenting new 
findings and working with educators and 
the public to make scientific knowledge 
more understandable, useful and appreci-
ated. the results of its work in collection-
based science are documented in the 
national collection and shared broadly and 
regularly with the scientific community 
and others. significant progress was made 
towards making all of its digitized assets 
accessible through the internet, including 
a significant portion of the national algae 
collection that includes 4,500 images 
which are now available at nature.ca  
(www.nature-cana.ca/). Museum researchers 
discovered and described 12 new species 
of animals, plants, fossils and minerals. 

Knowledge and Discovery

g the Museum led the establishment and 
coordination of the arctic flora of Canada 
and alaska, a five-year project involving  
international experts to document the arctic 
and to widely disseminate this knowledge 
through publications, online databases, 
workshops and symposia. the goal of the 
arctic flora of Canada and alaska project 
is to produce a comprehensive flora of the 
arctic ecozone in Canada and northern 
alaska. this will be the first flora for the 
entire arctic ecozone in north america. 
this large, multi-year project is being led 
by Museum botanists. it involves a large 
number of collaborators and includes: the 
university of Manitoba; agriculture and 
agri-food Canada; university of Montreal; 
university of alaska; the fairbanks natural 
history Museum and botanical garden, 
oslo, norway. thousands of new specimens 
are being sorted, studied, prepared, scanned, 
documented, and disseminated through. 

www.arcticplants.myspecies.info/

CMn botanist lays out 
bags of mosses for drying 
during arctic fieldwork 
on victoria island, 
northwest territories. 

Odontochelys  
semistestacea (literally 
meaning toothed, 
half-shelled turtle) is  
the world’s oldest known 
fossilized turtle providing 
the evidence for a 
long-standing mystery  
of evolution – how the 
turtle got its shell.

Arctous rubra is one of the  
many beautiful, delicate flora 

found in the arctic. 
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g a partnership with the university of 
ottawa will form the most modern and 
advanced earth sciences research facility 
in Canada. the Museum is responsible  
for the management and technical opera-
tion of the university electron microscopy 
laboratory. this type of partnership is a 
creative alternative strategy designed to 
ensure that Museum researchers have 
access to modern and advanced equip-
ment and ensuring that scientific research 
programmes continue to demonstrate  
the Museum’s leadership in the field of 
natural history research. 

g the Museum is the Co-chair of the 
Coordination Mechanism for the global 
taxonomy initiative (gti). the gti is a 
programme that is important across the all 
themes of the united nations convention 
for the Conservation of biological diver-
sity. the Coordination Mechanism is the 
advisory body to the executive secretary  
of the Convention on how to increase 
capacity in taxonomic expertise. two  
meetings were convened in Montreal  
last year, with another this april. 

www.cbd.int/gti/

g the Museum also serves as 1st vice-chair 
of the science Committee for the global 
biodiversity information facility (gbif). 
this global data sharing initiative is one 
of the top institutions and is an essential 
component to biodiversity planning and 
conservation. two meetings were held last 
year, one in Copenhagen hosted by the 
danish government at the university,  
and in buenos aires, argentina, where 
the annual governing board meeting and 
science symposium were held. the ebbe 
nielsen Prize and two graduate student  
awards for research excellence were awarded. 

www.gbif.org/communications/news-and-
events/ebbe-nielsen-prize/

g representing the Canadian Museum 
of nature and on behalf of gbif, the 
Museum was invited to participate in the 
20th anniversary celebrations of Conabio 
(Comisión nacional para el Conocimiento 
y uso de la biodiversidad). Conabio is the 
national institution for the conservation 
and use of biodiversity in Mexico and is 
looked upon as one of the world leaders 
for the use of biodiversity information in 
national planning and policy. the celebra-
tion was in Mexico City and was honored 
by a ceremony presided over by President 
felipe Calderón. 

www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comisi%C3% 
B3n_Nacional_para_el_Conocimiento_y_
Uso_de_la_Biodiversidad

g the Museum was an invited expert 
to advise the getty Museum’s leader-
ship institute (gli). the long-time leader 
Phil nowlen will soon retire and they are 
planning for the future. the gli is a world 
leader in monitoring museum trends and in 
training museum executives. the advisory 
team met in santa Monica, California, near 
the getty villa (site of the meetings and 
their museum of antiquities) and their 
home on the campus of Claremont  
graduate university. 

www.getty.edu/leadership/

Knowledge and Discovery

diatom CMn scientists 
study diatoms. these are 
simple organisms that 
provide valuable clues 
about past climates.

this image of a Common 
sunstar, Crossaster 
papposus, was taken in 
the Canadian arctic by a 
CMn marine biologist.

a visitor observing 
Pacific tidal zone 

biodiversity in the 
marine aquarium of the 
rbC blue water gallery. 
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Objective 2:
To present the natural world through 
public education programmes that 
increase understanding of Canada’s 
changing natural environment.

Inspiration and Education

A comprehensive redevelopment of 

the Museum’s public galleries and the 

mounting of a lively public education 

programme have resulted in heightened 

public interest and the launch of a new 

season for 2011–2012 that included 

blockbuster exhibitions and new  

programmes and activities that would  

appeal to visitors of all ages.

g in June, 2011, Extreme Mammals:  
the Biggest, Smallest and Most Amazing 
Mammals of All Time featured the Museum’s 
own “missing link” discovery, Puijila 
darwini, a find of international significance. 
this special temporary exhibition was 
organized by the american Museum of 
natural history in collaboration with the 
Canadian Museum of nature, the California 
academy of sciences and the Cleveland 
Museum of natural history. 

g a successful blockbuster exhibition was 
opened in March 2012, Whales Tohor -a, 
a collaboration with the Museum of new 
Zealand te Papa tongarewa and timed 
with a new pricing strategy that provided 
increased flexibility for visitors and consis-
tent with new enterprise model approach.

g a new nature art series for adults was 
launched this past year featuring Awesome  
Arctic: Images of Our Research in the North,  
Preternatural: Where Art and Nature Collide, 
and Unrequited Death, paintings of bio-
logical specimens by newfoundland artist 
helen gregory. Complimentary offerings 
were also showcased in the Museum’s 
new stone wall gallery and featured On the 
Labrador, photography by arnold Zageris and 
Lichens, photography from the Museum’s 
popular lichens of north american by 
Museum researcher, ernie brodo.

g in april of 2011, the Museum was the 
central site for earth Month in ottawa, as a 
variety of activities and community events 
were offered in sync with the largest and 
most celebrated event in the world, “earth 
day”. the events attracted diverse audi-
ences and included an environmental film 
festival, multimedia shows and an open 
house at the natural heritage building in 
gatineau, Quebec on april 30th for a rare 
behind the scenes look at its collections 
and research laboratories.

g the introduction of 3d movies allowed 
the Museum to regain the technological 
edge, generate extra revenue and add 
excitement to the visitor experience.  
the primary audience for 3d screenings  
is families with young children and to  
date, an average of 25 percent capture rate 
has surpassed the 18 percent projections 
for attendance and revenues and offset 
some of the revenue shortfalls due to 
decreased attendance.

Whales Tohor -a – The 
Exhibition takes you into 
the underwater world of 
whales to explore their 
history, amazing biology, 
and how people connect 
with them. 

bigger than an elephant, the 15-ft high 
indricotherium was the largest land 
mammal ever and one of the main 
attractions in Extreme Mammals.

Preternatural, a contemporary art exhibition, explored 
the themes of nature, wonder and the extraordinary. 
image courtesy of anne Katrine senstad.
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Objective 3:
To create unique experiences and 
increases value for visitors through 
the renewal of the Victoria Memorial 
Museum Building and associated 
programming and services.

Presence 

g attendance in 2011–2012 reached 
413,000 visitors, slightly less than  
projections by 8 percent. this was an  
expected decrease from last year’s 518,000 
visitors due to the traditional attendance 
patterns following a significant reopening of 
a cultural institution and a significant drop 
in tourists to the national Capital region.

g a new marketing approach with large 
promotion plans to create awareness of 
the Museum’s exciting line up of block-
buster exhibitions and complementary 
programming was used for the first time to 
promote Whales Tohor -a – The Exhibition. 

g the Museum’s travelling exhibition 
programme is considered to be the only 
national natural history travelling exhibi-
tion programme of its kind in Canada.  
this year, 20 travelling exhibitions reached 
30 communities and 173,287 visitors. this 
significant decrease over last year’s num-
ber of 314,000 visitors is due to the fact 
that many of the tours this past year were 
in smaller communities with much smaller 

populations. also of note, the burpee  
Museum in rockford, illinois became 
the first international venue for Ice Age 
Mammals drawing visitors with a life-size 
Mastodon model, fascinating fossil speci-
mens and engaging interactives. Canada’s 
Waterscapes traveller continued with its 
cross-Canada tour that also included a 
popular lecture series.

g there is renewed interest from Canadian 
and international tour operators who bring 
students, adults and international visitors 
to the national capital region. Museum 
tourism marketing strategies have been 
implemented to encourage growth for both 
student and adult tour group markets.

g Museum Memberships increased by  
10 percent over projections and the Museum 
now has 3300 members, some of this due 
to a positive response to the new pricing 
strategy and new member offerings that 
were launched in March, 2012.

g Media relations activity during 2011–
2012 resulted in more than 200 reports 
involving the Canadian Museum of nature 
in print, radio, tv and web and reached an  
audience of approximately 21.5 million.  
highlights of coverage included two 
blockbusters, Extreme Mammals and the 
opening of Whales Tohor -a, where a con-
certed media campaign for Whales Tohor -a 
led to an audience reach of about 8 million 
based on coverage of media outlets that 
reported on the exhibition. the Museum 
contracted high road Communications to 
enhance the museum’s media relations 
capabilities by working with Communica-
tions services for the coming year.

g Museum researchers representing 
Canada, participate in a variety of interna-
tional projects and in several countries. 
this past year, collaborations took place  
in nicaragua, honduras, Cuba, turkey,  
australia, iceland, Mexico, denmark,  
argentina, united Kingdom, Czech republic, 
bolivia, belgium, norway, thailand, italy, 
China and scotland.

g in March 2012, a new exhibition  
on bioluminescence, Creatures of Light: 
Nature’s Bioluminescence, opened at the 
american Museum of natural history in 
new York with much success featuring four 
of the Museum’s scientists. the exhibition  
is in partnership with the american 
Museum of natural history in new York, 
the field Museum in Chicago, and the 
Canadian Museum of nature.

the Patron Circle 
fundraising programme 

was launched at the 
i.C.e. event in november.

Ice Age Mammals  
was seen in its first 

international venue in 
rockford, illinois. 
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Objective 4:
To establish leading edge  
governance practices and corporate 
systems that support and help 
finance the Museum’s strategic 
directions and objectives.

Performance

g the Museum has established a target of  
generating revenue excluding Parliamentary  
appropriations equivalent to 15 percent 
of base operating costs by 2011–2012. 
in 2011–2012 the Museum achieved its 
target of 15 percent with attendance of 
413,055. in 2010–2011 the15 percent 
target was surpassed one year ahead  
of schedule with revenue equivalent to  
18 percent of base operating costs as  
attendance reached 518,000 as a result of  
the heightened public interest associated  
with the reopening of the victoria Memorial  
Museum building. in the future, the Museum  
is optimistic of reaching its objective of  
15 percent as a result of the introduction 
of a new admission pricing structure that 
will coincide with an exciting line-up of 
blockbuster temporary special exhibitions. 

g in 2010–2011, a two-year financial 
plan was introduced to cover the funding 
gap to operate the two facilities under 
the Museum’s stewardship. the Museum 
continues to face the impact of inflation  
on key inputs such as utilities and property 
taxes. strategies were introduced in order 
to reduce costs and test the institution’s 
revenue-generating strategies during the 
first two years of operation of the renovated 
victoria Memorial Museum building. 

g a new advancement strategy focused 
on building support from individual, 
corporate and foundation donors was 
launched to include a Patron Circle fund-
raising programme, a national nature 
Council to raise the Museum’s profile  
and the development of a five year plan  
to advance the Museum’s position as a 
leader in arctic research and discovery, 
culminating in 2016–2017 with the  
unveiling of the Canadian arctic gallery.

g a new approach has been implemented, 
changing the Museum’s “culture” to foster 
innovation and risk taking to support the 
new Museum enterprise model. the new 
enterprise model includes: a new pricing  
structure for admissions that better reflects 
the value proposition of the Museum’s 
product and service offerings that are 
available to visitors; and an integrated  
approach to educational programme 
and exhibition planning that builds and 
strengthens the Museum’s temporary exhi-
bition programme and visitor experiences. 
this approach was initiated through  
strategies and plans developed for the 
new blockbuster, Whales Tohor -a that 
opened in March 2012.

g the next phase of the Museum’s  
fundraising and development strategy  
was launched with the objective of raising  
$15 million over the next five years. in 
2011–2012, the Museum received a 
generous pledge of $1 million from barrick 
gold Corporation in addition to $500,000 
from other sources for a total of $1.5 million.  
work continues to secure additional 
funding, with the prospect for additional 
pledges in 2012–2013 and beyond a 
realistic possibility. 

new plasma screens and an 
attractive canopy now grace 

the admissions desk. 

the national Capital Commission installed two  
bixi bike stations in front of and near the Museum, 
enabling the public to rent bicycles for their leisure. 
image courtesy national Capital Commission.

this rare million-dollar 
gold coin was loaned to 
the museum for display 
by barrick gold 
Corporation.Ph
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PERFORmANCE mEAsUREs  
FOR 2011–2012
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In 2010–2011, the Museum established a new performance 

measurement framework that enables the organization not only 

to track its performance in diverse areas, but also to measure its 

impact on target audiences and its value to Canada and people 

around the world. Simply put, the framework is a detailed work 

plan that aligns the Museum’s strategic objectives to relevant 

expected outcomes. Each outcome is defined by a set of  

performance measures and targets. 

A Balanced Scorecard

a balanced scorecard distils the performance measurement 
framework and establishes a set of key, high-level measures that 
evaluate the efficacy of corporate strategies and the achievement 
of organizational objectives. the measures are organized according 
to four distinct ways of defining the Museum’s success. these 
four perspectives are: 

1. The scientific perspective, which relates to the Museum’s  
goal to develop innovative approaches that increase awareness 
of Canada’s natural environment based on research and  
collections programmes (objective 1: Knowledge and discovery).

2. The learning and growth perspective, which considers the  
Museum’s on-going ability to present the natural world through 
public education programmes that increase understanding  
of Canada’s changing natural environment (objective 2:  
inspiration and education).

3. The customer perspective, which is linked to the Museum’s 
aim of creating unique experiences and increasing value  
for visitors through the renewal of the victoria Memorial 
Museum building and associated programming and services 
(objective 3: Presence). 

4. The financial perspective, which is tied to the Museum’s goal 
to establish leading-edge governance practices and corporate 
systems that support and help finance the Museum’s strategic 
direction and objectives (objective 4: Performance).

the Museum constantly seeks to improve its processes and 
performance targets. Consequently, the balanced scorecard is 
subject to refinement and will be revised over time to reflect 
changes in the business environment, the prioritization of activities 
and outcomes in conjunction with annual corporate planning 
exercises, and the evolution of new initiatives that contribute  
to the Museum’s key expected outcomes.

Desired Outcomes

Objectives and Strategies

Strategic Direction
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Scientific Perspective: Knowledge and Discovery
To develop innovative approaches that increase awareness of Canada’s natural environment  
based upon research and collections programmes. 

Learning and Growth Perspective: Inspiration and Education
To present the natural world through public education programmes that increase understanding  
of Canada’s changing natural environment. 

Outcome •	Recognition	of	the	Canadian	
Museum of nature as a credible 
and comprehensive source of 
knowledge

•	Gain	by	participants	of	high-quality	
and relevant information

•	Safeguarding	of	assets

Measure •	Use	and	reference	of	research	
findings

•	Extent	of	the	quality	and	 
usefulness of Museum-led 
research information

•	Extent	to	which	collections	are	
developed in accordance with 
collections plans and strategies

•	Extent	to	which	assets	are	
appropriately safeguarded

2011–2012  
Performance Target

•	50	primary	publications
•	Survey	respondents’	degree	of	

satisfaction measured as very 
satisfied or satisfied at least  
80% of the time

•	80	acquisitions	events	per	year,	
consistent with collections plans 
and strategies

•	Zero	deaccessions

•	Meet	required	environmental	
conditions at the victoria 
Memorial Museum building  
97% of the time

2011–2012 Actual •	45	primary	publications	
•	Very	satisfied	or	satisfied	100%	 

of the time

•	48	acquisitions	per	year,	 
consistent with collections plans 
and strategies

•	Zero	deaccessions

•	Temperature	requirement	met	
96% of the time

•	Humidity	requirement	met	 
92% of the time

Outcome •	Participation	in	and	use	of	the	Canadian	Museum	 
of nature’s resources

•	Satisfaction	and	loyalty	to	the	Museum	as	a	 
destination of choice

Measure •	Accessibility	and	use	of	web-based	information,	
products and services

•	Interest	in	and	attendance	at	the	Museum’s	travelling	
exhibitions

•	Extent	to	which	visitors	believe	the	website	has	been	
a valuable and satisfactory source of information

2011–2012  
Performance Target

•	1st position among selected nCr Museums
•	350,000	visitors

•	Meet	75%	of	the	3	factors	of	the	website	 
satisfaction index*

2011–2012 Actual •	1st position among selected nCr Museums 
•	173,287	visitors

•	Survey	conducted	every	2	years.	Next	survey	will	be	
conducted in 2012–2013

* the website satisfaction index includes the following factors: content, navigation and look and feel. 
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Financial Perspective: Performance
To establish leading-edge governance practices and corporate systems that support and  
help finance the Museum’s strategic direction and objectives. 

Customer Perspective: Presence
To create unique experiences and increase value for visitors through the renewal of the  
Victoria Memorial Museum Building and associated programming services.

Outcome •	Financial	sustainability	and	revenue	generation •	Efficient	and	effective	operations	

Measure •	Revenue	from	earned	and	contributed	sources	 
as a percentage of base operating costs

•	Extent	to	which	revenue	is	generated	by	visitors	 
to the victoria Memorial Museum building and use  
of facilities

•	Extent	of	ongoing	and	new	donor	support
•	Renewal	of	memberships

•	Extent	to	which	facilities	are	maintained	in	 
accordance with financial planning framework 
strategies (operating and maintenance costs per 
square metre of the natural heritage building and  
the victoria Memorial Museum building)

2011–2012  
Performance Target

•	15%
•	$3.75	per	visitor
•	$1,000,000	raised
•	50%	renewals

•	Meet	annual	target	of	$300	per	square	metre

2011–2012 Actual •	15%
•	$6.65	per	visitor
•	$1,504,680	raised
•	40%	renewals

•		Total	square	metre	cost	of:	
  - vMMb operations $117.65 per square metre
  - nhb operations $163.67 per square metre

Outcome •	Participation	in	and	use	of	the	
Canadian Museum of nature’s 
resources

•	Gain	by	participants	of	high-quality	
and relevant information 

•	Satisfaction	and	loyalty	to	
Museum as a destination of 
choice

Measure •	Effectiveness	of	marketing	and	
communication strategies as 
measured through attendance at 
the victoria Memorial Museum 
building attendance by target 
audiences

•	Extent	to	which	visitors	believe	the	
exhibitions have increased their 
knowledge and understanding of 
issues related to the natural 
environment

•	Extent	to	which	visitors	believe	
their visit to the victoria Memorial 
Museum building has been 
valuable and satisfactory

2011–2012  
Performance Target

•	450,000	visitors •	Meet	75%	of	the	5	factors	of	the	
exhibitions, educational impact 
index*

•	Meet	75%	of	the	7	factors	of	
victoria Memorial Museum 
building value proposition 
satisfaction index and loyalty 
index**

2011–2012 Actual •	413,055	visitors •	Scored	81%	on	client	surveys •	Scored	86%	on	client	surveys

*  the exhibitions educational impact index includes the following factors: knowledge, attitude, interest, relevance and enjoyment.

**  the vMMb value proposition satisfaction index and loyalty index includes the following factors: experience, product, service, price, access, return visit and recommendation. 
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The Canadian Museum of Nature originated in the Geological Survey of Canada, formed in 1842 by Sir William Logan. In 1851,  

Sir William developed a beautiful display of Canadian minerals of economic interest for the Great Exhibition of 1851 in London,  

England. The Survey’s first exhibition work was enormously successful. “Of all the British colonies,” the Exhibition Committee  

declared, “Canada is that whose exhibition is the most interesting and the most complete.” Sir William’s enormous success in  

London strengthened public support for the Survey, and set a precedent for the Museum’s popular travelling exhibitions. In 1856, 

Parliament mandated the Geological Survey to publicly display its growing natural science collections. The collections moved into  

a mansion on St. Gabriel Street, which had been owned by Peter McGill, President of the Bank of Montreal. This building became  

the Museum’s home for the next 30 years until it moved to George Street in Ottawa’s Byward Market in 1881.

First purpose-built national museum 
Commissioned by sir wilfrid laurier, the 
victoria Memorial Museum building com-
memorates Queen victoria, who died in 
1901. the building opened its doors to the 
public in 1912 with spectacular exhibits 
of Canadian minerals, birds and fossils in 
beautiful new display cases. the skeleton 
of Edmontosaurus was the first dinosaur 
mounted for public display in Canada in  
1913 and is now on view in the Talisman 
Energy Fossil Gallery. the bulk of the 
Museum’s collections of dinosaurs were 
discovered by Charles M. sternberg in 
southwestern alberta.

Parliamentary connections 
after a fire destroyed the Centre block of 
the Parliament buildings in 1916, the seat 
of government moved temporarily to the 
victoria Memorial Museum building. the 
house of Commons sat in the auditorium 
for four years while the senate occupied 
the east wing. 

New beginnings
the Canadian Museum of nature became 
a Crown corporation on July 1, 1990, 
with a new mandate to increase interest 
in, knowledge of, and appreciation and 
respect for, the natural world throughout 
Canada and internationally.

the natural heritage building in gatineau 
was inaugurated in May 1997. with its 
leading-edge technology, the new collec-
tions and research facility was designed 
according to advanced collection manage-
ment and protection requirements in  
order to safeguard Canada’s natural  
history collection.

A fresh face
Cross-Canada consultations and a com-
prehensive strategic planning process 
resulted in a new vision of the national 
role and service of the Canadian Museum 
of nature. the Museum realized this vision 
in tandem with the renewal of its exhibi-
tion site, the victoria Memorial Museum 
building, which was officially reopened  
to the public on May 22, 2010. 

the rehabilitation work began in spring 
2004, proceeded in phases and was 
completed in 2010. the victoria Memo-
rial Museum building’s 100th anniversary 
coincided with the completion of extensive 
rehabilitation during which the build-
ing was radically transformed and a new 
strategic Plan for the Canadian Museum 
of nature marked a new phase of the orga-

nization’s evolution. a magnificent glass 
lantern was installed at the building’s en-
trance and renovated facilities throughout 
the victoria Memorial Museum building 
have increased not only the visitor experi-
ence, but also the Museum’s opportunity 
to capitalize on modern technology and 
increase revenues by renting the venue  
for special occasions. several new exhibi-
tions, including renewed Vale Earth and 
RBC Blue Water galleries were constructed 
to complement the building’s reopening  
in May 2010.
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Board of Trustees

The Board of Trustees is the Museum’s governing body, responsible to Parliament through the Minister of Canadian Heritage and  

Official Languages. The 11 members are Governor-in-Council appointees from all regions of Canada. Through accountability and  

strategic policy and planning frameworks, the Board provides corporate direction and delegates authority to the President and  

CEO for the management of the Museum. In 2011–2012, the Board met two times in person and held two Board meetings through 

videoconference. One special meeting was held through videoconference and four meetings of the Committees of the Board were  

held either in person, by conference call or by videoconference.

As part of governance responsibilities, the Board undertook a review of its committee structure and corporate by-law. The committee 

structure was streamlined, the terms of reference were revised and the corporate by-law was updated to reflect the revised structure.

STANdING COMMITTEES

Executive Committee
Board Chair
Mandate: the executive Committee’s sole purpose is to act  
for the board on urgent matters arising between regular board 
meetings in cases where it is not possible to convene a meeting 
of the board, and to do other things as delegated by the board  
to the Committee

Audit and Finance Committee
Martin Joanisse, Chair
Mandate: the audit and finance Committee is responsible  
for overseeing the Canadian Museum of nature’s standards  
of integrity and behaviour, the integrity and credibility of the 
Canadian Museum of nature’s financial reports, and the  
systems and practices of internal control.

Governance and Nominating Committee
Nicholas Offord, Chair
Mandate: the governance and nominating Committee is  
responsible for monitoring when terms of office for members  
of the board of trustees expire and for recommending to  
the board individuals to be nominated for appointment or  
reappointment as trustees and to undertake annually the  
President’s performance review. 

BOArd OF TruSTEES

Florence Minz
Chair
toronto, ontario

Nicholas Offord
vice Chair
toronto, ontario

Barbara J. Barry
west vancouver, british Columbia

Lise des Greniers
granby, Quebec
(until august 22, 2011)

Martin Joanisse
gatineau, Quebec

reg Manhas
Calgary, alberta
(effective March 1, 2012)

Alice McCarron
halifax, nova scotia

Melody McLeod
Yellowknife, northwest territories

Mark Muise
Yarmouth, nova scotia

Erin rankin Nash
london, ontario

Byron Neiles
Calgary, alberta
(effective october 20, 2011)

Chris Nelson
ottawa, ontario

Harold robinson
edmonton, alberta
(until March 1, 2012)

Irene Byrne
Corporate secretary

ExECuTIVE STAFF

Margaret Beckel
President and
Chief executive officer

Mark Graham
vice President, research  
and Collections

Michel Houle
vice President, Corporate services 
and Chief financial officer

MANAGEMENT TEAM

roger Baird
director  
Collections services

Carol Campbell
director
exhibition services

Marc Chrétien
director
facilities services

Kim Curran
director 
development and Partnership 
services

Marie Lasnier
director
Community services

diane McCullagh
director 
human resources services

Elizabeth McCrea
director
Communications services

Greg Smith
director
information technology  
and library services
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refereed Publications
Klimaszewski, J. and r.S. Anderson (eds.). 2012. biosystematics 
and ecology of Canadian staphylinidae (Coleoptera) ii. Zookeys, 
186:1-348. 

brunke, a., J. Klimaszewski and r.S. Anderson. 2012. Present 
taxonomic work on staphylinidae (Coleoptera) in Canada:  
progress against all odds. Zookeys, 186:1-5. 

Anderson, r.S. and J. Klimaszewski (eds.). 2012. biodiversity and 
ecology of the Coleoptera of new brunswick, Canada. Zookeys, 
179:1-406. 

webster, r.P., r.S. Anderson, J.d. sweeney and i. deMerchant. 
2012. new Coleoptera records from new brunswick, Canada: 
anthribidae, brentidae, dryophthoridae, brachyceridae, and 
Curculionidae, with additions to the fauna of Quebec, nova scotia 
and Prince edward island. ZooKeys, 179:349–406. 

Anderson, r.S. 2012. the genus Lepilius Champion (Coleoptera: 
Curculionidae: Molytinae: Conotrachelini) in north america, with 
description of a new species, Lepilius chisosensis anderson, from 
big bend national Park, texas, u.s.a. The Coleopterists Bulletin, 
66:67-69. 

Anderson, r.S. and a.r. Cline. 2011. Magdalis barbicornis  
(latreille) (Coleoptera: Curculionidae: Mesoptiliinae) in California, 
u.s.a. The Coleopterists Bulletin, 65(1):80-81. 

esmaeili, h., n. reza, g. narges, g. ali, t. ghorbanali, t. azad and 
B.W. Coad. 2011. range extension and translocation for Rhodeus 
amarus (bloch, 1782) (actinopterygii: Cyprinidae) in northwest 
iran. Turkish Journal of Zoology, 35(6):883-886. http://journals.
tubitak.gov.tr/zoology/issues/zoo-11-35-6/zoo-35-6-13-0906-
34.pdf

Morris, C.J., B.W. Coad and g. fisher. 2011. the warty dory,  
Allocyttus verrucosus new to the fish fauna of Canada. Canadian 
Field-Naturalist, 125(1):74-75. http://www.canadianfieldnatural-
ist.ca/index.php/cfn/article/view/1133/1137 
 
Coad, B.W. 2011. bibliography of donald evan Mcallister.  
Canadian Field-Naturalist, 124(4)(2010):336-356.

Coad, B.W. 2011. biodiversity of fishes in Canada’s national  
Capital region. Acta Ichthyologica et Piscatoria, 41(2):89-94. 
http://www.aiep.pl/volumes/2010/2_2/pdf/03_949_FuLLTExT.
pdf and http://www.fishes.com/download/index.htm

esmaeili, h.r., B.W. Coad, a. gholamifard, n. nazari and  
a. teimory. 2011. annotated checklist of the freshwater fishes  
of iran. Zoosystematica Rossica, 19(2)(2010):361-386.

Research Services and Collections Services staff

Museum staff published 45 articles in refereed journals – which have other scientists review all articles submitted before they  

are accepted for publications – and 16 in non-referred publications. Museum staff also published a selection of books, reports  

and other papers. A complete list follows (names in boldface are Museum staff members). Publications are listed in the language  

in which they are written.

Piepenburg d., P. archambault, w.a. ambrose, a. blanchard,  
b. bluhm, M. Carroll, K. Conlan, M. Cusson, h. feder, J.M. grebmeier, 
s. Jewett, M. lévesque, v.v. Petryashev, M.K. sejr, b.i. sirenko ,  
M. wlodarska-Kowalczuk. 2011. towards a pan-arctic inventory  
of the species diversity of the macro- and megabenthic fauna  
of the arctic shelf seas. Marine Biodiversity, 41:51-70,  
doi: 10.1007/sl2526-010-0059-7.

doubt, J. 2012. Musing on Moss. Communiqué (Canadian society 
for the history and Philosophy of science), 80:20-21.

Ercit, T.S. 2010. hidden story of tapiolite. Mineralogical  
Magazine, 74:715-729.

Ercit, T.S., K.t. tait, M.a. Cooper, Y. abdu, n.a. ball, a.J. anderson, 
P. Cerny, f.C. hawthorne and M. galliski . 2010. Manitobaite, 
a new phosphate species from Cross lake, Manitoba, Canada, 
Canadian Mineralogist, 48:1455-1463.

david, n. and M. Gosselin. 2011. gender agreement of avian 
species-group names under article 31.2.2 of the iCZn Code.  
Bulletin of the British Ornithologists Club, 131(2):103-115.

Grice, J.d. and a. Pring. 2012. veatchite: structural relationships 
of the three polytypes. American Mineralogist, 97:489-495.

sciberras, P.,P. leverett, P.a. williams, d.e. hibbs, a.C. roberts and 
J.d. Grice. 2011. the single-scystal x-ray structure of gagarinite-
(Ce). Canadian Mineralogist, 49:1111-1114.

Hamilton P.B., i. lavoie and M. Poulin. 2011. spatial, seasonal 
and inter-annual variability in environmental characteristics 
and phytoplankton standing stock of the temperate, lowland 
rideau river, ontario, Canada. River Research and Applications, 
doi:10.1002/rra.1543.

Hamilton P.B., i. lavoie, l.M. ley and M. Poulin. 2011. factors 
contributing to the spatial and temporal variability of phytoplankton 
communities in the rideau river (ontario, Canada). River Systems, 
19/3:189-205.

lavoie i., P.B. Hamilton and M. Poulin. 2010. Phytoplankton 
community metrics based on absolute and relative abundance 
and biomass: implications for multivariate analyses. Journal of 
Applied Phycology, doi:10.1007/s10811-010-9573-z.

Kim, Y.-h., E.A. Hendrycks and K.-s. lee. 2011. the genus Guernea 
Chevreux, 1887 from Korean waters (Crustacea: amphipoda: 
dexaminidae). Zootaxa, 3104:1-25.

udekem d’acoz, C.d’ and E.A. Hendrycks. 2011. a new deep-sea 
Liljeborgia (Crustacea: amphipoda: liljeborgiidae) from the diva 
ii cruise in the equatorial eastern atlantic. Proceedings of the 
Biological Society of Washington, 124(3):198-211.
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simard, a., a. Paquet, C. Jutras, Y. robitaille, P.u. blier, r. Courtois 
and A.L. Martel. 2012. north american range extension of the 
invasive asian clam in a st. lawrence river power station thermal 
plume. Aquatic Invasions, 7(1):81-89.

robinson, g.w., g.r. dix, P.r. richards and M. Picard. 2011: 
“Minerals of the beekmantown group, southeastern ontario, 
southern Quebec and northwestern new York”, Rocks & Minerals, 
86(6):546-560.

Piilonen, P.C., a.M. Mcdonald, G. Poirier, r. rowe & a.o. larsen. 
2012. the mineralogy and crystal chemistry of alkaline pegma-
tites in the larvik Plutonic Complex, oslo rift valley, norway. Part 
1. Magmatic and secondary zircon: implications for petrogen-
esis from trace-element geochemistry. Mineralogical Magazine, 
76:649-672.

ardyna, M., M. gosselin, C. Michel, M. Poulin and J.-É. tremblay. 
2011. environmental forcing of phytoplankton community 
structure and function in the Canadian high arctic: contrasting 
oligotrophic and eutrophic regions. Marine Ecology Progress 
Series, 442:37-57.

brown t.a., s.t. belt, b. Philippe, C.J. Mundy, g. Massé, M. Poulin 
and M. gosselin. 2011. temporal and vertical variations of lipid 
biomarkers during a bottom ice diatom bloom in the Canadian 
beaufort sea: further evidence for the use of the iP25 biomarker 
as a proxy for spring arctic sea ice. Polar Biology, 34:1857-1868, 
doi:10.1007/s00300-010-0942-5.

luce M., M. levasseur, M.g. scarratt, s. Michaud, s.-J. royer, 
r. Kiene, C. lovejoy, M. gosselin, M. Poulin, Y. gratton and M. 
lizotte. 2011. distribution and microbial metabolism of dimeth-
ylsulfoniopropionate and dimethylsulfide during the 2007 arctic 
ice minimum. Journal of Geophysical Research, 116:C00g06, 
doi:10.1029/2010JC006914.

Mundy C.J., M. gosselin, J.K. ehn, C. belzile, M. Poulin, e. alou,  
s. roy, h. hop, s. lessard, t.n. Papakyriakou, d.g. barber and  
J. stewart. 2011. Characteristics of two distinct high-light accli-
mated algal communities during advanced stages of sea ice melt. 
Polar Biology, 34:1869-1886, doi:10.1007/s00300-011-0998-x.

niemi a., C. Michel, K. hille and M. Poulin. 2011. Protist assem-
blages in winter sea ice: setting the stage for the spring ice algal 
bloom. Polar Biology, 34:1803-1817, doi:10.1007/s00300-011-
1059-1.

Pennesi C., M. Poulin, M. de stefano, t. romagnoli and C. totti. 
2011. new insights to the ultrastructure of some marine Masto-
gloia species section sulcatae (bacillariophyceae), including  
M. neoborneensis sp. nov. Phycologia, 50:548-562.

wold a., g. darnis, J.e. søreide, e. leu, b. Philippe, l. fortier,  
M. Poulin, g. Kattner, M. graeve and s. falk-Petersen. 2011. life 
strategy and diet of Calanus glacialis during the winter–spring 
transition in amundsen gulf, south-eastern beaufort sea. Polar 
Biology, 34:1929-1946, doi:10.1007/s00300-011-1062-6.

renaud, C.B. 2011. lampreys of the world – an annotated and 
illustrated catalogue of lamprey species known to date. Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Species Catalogue 
for Fisheries Purposes no. 5: vi + 109 pp. 

rowe, r., J.d. Grice, G. Poirier, C.J. stanley and l. horváth. 2011. 
nisnite, ni3sn, a new nickel mineral species from the Jeffrey 
Mine, asbestos, Quebec. Canadian Mineralogist, 49:651-656.

Csank, a.Z., w.P. Patterson, b.M. eglington, N. rybczynski and  
J.f. basinger. 2011. Climate variability in the early Pliocene arctic: 
annually resolved evidence from stable isotope values of sub-fos-
sil wood, ellesmere island, Canada. Palaeogeography, Palaeocli-
matology, Palaeoecology, 308:339-349.

Csank, a.Z., a. tripati, w.P. Patterson, r.a. eagle, N. rybczynski, 
a.P. ballantyne and J. eiler. 2011. estimates of arctic land surface 
temperatures during the early Pliocene from two novel proxies. 
Earth and Planetary Science Letters, 304(3-4):291-299.

Saarela, J.M., L.J. Gillespie, L.L. Consaul, r.d. Bull. 2012. balsam 
poplar (Populus balsamifera; Salicaceae) beyond the treeline in 
the western Canadian mainland arctic (northwest territories). 
Arctic, 65:1–12.

Saarela, J.M. P.M. Peterson. 2012. Bromus. In b.g. baldwin,  
s. boyd, b.J. ertter, r.w. Patterson, t.J. rosatti and d.h. wilken 
(eds.). The Second Edition of the Jepson Manual. university  
of California Press, berkeley, los angeles and london,  
1426-1431, 1435. 

P.M. Peterson and J.M. Saarela. 2012. Calamagrostis. In b.g. 
baldwin, s. boyd, b.J. ertter, r.w. Patterson, t.J. rosatti, and d.h. 
wilken (eds.). The Second Edition of the Jepson Manual. univer-
sity of California Press, berkeley, los angeles, 1431-1433, 1435. 

Sokoloff, P.C. and L.J. Gillespie. 2011. taxonomy of Astragalus 
robbinsii var. fernaldii (fabaceae): molecular and morphological 
analyses support transfer to Astragalus eucosmus. Botany,  
90:11-26 (2012), doi:10.1139/b11-077. 

King, J.g., J.r. Starr and P.K. lago. 2011. Molecular data resolves 
relationships within heteroceridae (Coleoptera: dryopoidea). 
Systematic Entomology, 36:435–445.

Cuthbertson, r.s., A. Tirabasso, N. rybczynski and r.B. Holmes. 
2012. Kinetic limitations of intracranial joints in Brachylophosaurus 
canadensis and Edmontosaurus regalis (dinosauria: hadrosauri-
dae), and their implications for the chewing mechanics of hadro-
saurs. Anatomical Record, 295:968-979. 

willerton, i. M. and K.M. Stewart. 2011. subsistence at sicanel: 
the willows beach site and the Culture history of southeastern 
vancouver island. Canadian Zooarchaeology, 27:3-25.

shang, Q-h., x.-c.Wu and C. li. 2011. a new eosauropterygian 
from the Middle triassic of eastern Yunnan, southwestern China. 
Vertebrata PalAsiatica, 49:155-171.

Non-refereed publications
Conlan, K., b. williams, E. Hendrycks, a. aitken and s. blasco. 
2012. [abstract]. a benthic hotspot on the Canadian beaufort 
shelf: the easternmost outpost for a declining grey whale food 
resource. iPY 2012, Montreal.

Conlan, K., E. Hendrycks and a. aitken. 2012. [abstract]. impover-
ishment to richness: gradients of benthic Change in the eastern 
Canadian arctic. iPY 2012, Montreal. 

Gosselin, M. 2012. gustave et bernadette langelier : un chapitre 
oublié de l’histoire ornithologique québécoise. QuébecOiseaux, 
23(2):18-22.

Kwindt, M. and L. Smyk. 2011. “building with Pest Management 
in Mind: a Case study from the Canadian Museum of nature.” In-
tegrated Pest Management for Collections: Proceedings of A Pest 
Odyssey 2011: Ten Years Later, 2011:46–60.

Research Services and Collections Services staff
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Merilees, w., r. harbo A.L. Martel. 2012. scraping for answers: 
new distribution records and habitat information for taylor’s 
dwarf-Mussel, ‘Musculus’ taylori (dall, 1897). The Dredgings, 
52(1):4-5.

Munro, d., A.L. Martel and P.u. blier. 2011. [abstract]. very long-
lived marine bivalves are characterized by peroxidation-resistant 
mitochondrial membrane. international Conference of Compara-
tive Physiology and biochemistry/iCCPb. 

Martel, A.L. and P. bernatchez. 2011. [abstract]. larval shell 
morphology and larval ecology in molluscs of the gulf of st. law-
rence: is there evidence of change during the ocean warming of 
the last 10K years? Paper presented during the 50th annual meet-
ing of the Canadian society of Zoologists. university of ottawa.

Piilonen, P.C., a.M. Mcdonald, G. Poirier, r. rowe, a.o. larsen & 
s. dalhgren. 2011. [abstract] Magmatic and hydrothermal zircon 
from alkaline pegmatites in the larvik Plutonic Complex, oslo rift 
valley, norway – implications for petrogenesis from trace element 
geochemistry. Conference Proceedings, GAC-MAC 2011, ottawa, on.

Piilonen, P.C., r. rowe, G. Poirier & K.t. tait. 2011. new mineral 
names. American Mineralogist, 96:1654-1661.

rowe, r., a. Petley-ragan, P.C. Piilonen. 2011. new mineral 
names. American Mineralogist, 96:1911-2011.

Saarela, J.M., L.J. Gillespie, L.L. Consaul, r.d. Bull. 2011.  
[abstract]. new floristic discoveries and biodiversity of the west-
ern Canadian arctic vascular plant flora. international botanical 
Congress 2011, Melbourne, australia, 17-29 July 2011, pg. 639 
[e-poster] http://www.slideshare.net/jmsaarela/2011-saarela-
et-al-ibc-2011-eposter-arctic-floristicsfinal

Saarela, J.M., L.J. Gillespie, L.L. Consaul, J.r. Starr, r.d. Bull,  
P.C. Sokoloff. 2011. [abstract]. dna barcoding the vascular plant 
flora of the Canadian arctic. international botanical Congress 
2011, Melbourne, australia, 17-29 July 2011. pg. 639 [e-poster] 
http://www.slideshare.net/jmsaarela/2011-saarela-et-al-ibc-
2011-eposter-dna-barcoding

Sokoloff, P.C. and L.J. Gillespie. 2011. the saga of simmons 
draba: how one plant specimen crossed the atlantic and back 
again in search of a name. Communique, 80(1):17-18.

Sokoloff, P.C. and L.J. Gillespie. 2011. fernald’s milkvetch –  
conservation of native plants and the need for taxonomy.  
Communique, 80:22-24.

Stewart, K.M. 2011. [abstract]. Pre-sapiens hominins, brain 
growth and the exploitation of freshwater environments.  
american association of Physical anthropologists.

Stewart, K.M., Cunnane s.C. and i. tattersall. 2011 organisers 
of symposium entitled “evolution of the hominin brain, diet and 
behaviour: the contribution of freshwater and marine resources”. 
american association for Physical anthropology annual Conference. 

reports and Other 
esmaeili, h.r., B.W.Coad, a. teimori and a. gholamifard.  
2011. freshwater ichthyodiversity and its conservation in iran.  
6th international symposium on ecology and environmental  
Problems (poster).

doubt, J. 2012. status appraisal summary on the incurved 
grizzled Moss (Ptychomitrium incurvum) in Canada. Committee 
on the status of endangered wildlife in Canada, ottawa, Canada.

Gillespie, L.J., J.M. Saarela and b.a. ford (eds). 2012 onwards. arctic 
flora of Canada and alaska. http://arcticplants.myspecies.info/

Graham, M. 2012. the future of museums: authentic, trusted,  
accessible. Museum/iD, 10:39.

Graham, M. 2011. the Canadian federal Position regarding the 
global taxonomy initiative. Prepared for the biodiversity Conven-
tion office, environment Canada in preparation for the uneP Con-
vention on biological diversity, 15th meeting of the sbstta, pp. 5.

Gillespie, L.J., J.M. Saarela and b.a. ford (eds). 2012 onwards. arctic 
flora of Canada and alaska. http://arcticplants.myspecies.info/ 

Poulin, r. J.d. Grice and K. hattori 2012. refinement of  
borate Mineral species; hilgardite, veatchite and volkovskite.  
Mineralogical association of Canada Meeting, st. John’s.

Poulin, r. and J.d. Grice. 2012. borate Minerals from the  
Penobsquis and Millstream deposits, new brunswick. Prospectors 
and developers Convention, toronto.

Zanatta, d.r., A.L. Martel, J.B. Madill, a. Paquet and i. Picard. 2011. 
status report on olive hickorynut Obovaria olivaria. Prepared for 
the Committee on the status of endangered wildlife in Canada. 

Saarela, J.M. 2012. taxonomic synopsis of invasive and native 
Spartina (Poaceae: Chloridoideae) in the Pacific northwest (british 
Columbia, washington and oregon), including the first report of 
Spartina ×townsendii for british Columbia, Canada, 10:25-82, 
doi:10.3897/phytokeys.10.2734

Sokoloff, P.C and L.J. Gillespie. 2011. Astragalus l. (fabaceae)  
of newfoundland and labrador. unpublished report to wildlife 
division, government of newfoundland and labrador. 28 pgs.

research and Museum Associates
dr. G.W. Argus, Merrickville, ontario

r. Bain, american Museum of natural history, new York

dr. F. Brodo, ottawa, ontario

dr. I. Brodo, ottawa, ontario

dr. M. Caldwell, university of alberta, edmonton, alberta

dr. F.r. Cook, north augusta, ontario

G.r. Fitzgerald, ottawa, ontario

C.E. Freebury, ottawa, ontario

r. Gault, Clayton, ontario

dr. J.M. Gillett, ottawa, ontario

dr. d.r. Gray, Metcalfe, ontario

dr. E. Haber, ottawa, ontario

dr. r. Harington, ottawa, ontario

dr. r.B. Holmes, university of alberta, edmonton, alberta

A.T. Howden, ottawa, ontario

dr. H.F. Howden, ottawa, ontario

J. Lauriault, gatineau, Quebec

dr. d. Leaman, iuCn Medicinal Plant specialist group,  
ottawa, ontario

C. Lewis, lakefield, ontario

dr. r. McNeely, ottawa, ontario

dr. P.M. Outridge, geological survey of Canada, ottawa, ontario

dr. M. ryan, Cleveland Museum of natural history, Cleveland, ohio

dr. T. Sato, national science Museum, tokyo, Japan

dr. F. Schueler, bishop Mills, ontario

Research Services and Collections Services staff
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dr. A.B.T. Smith, ottawa, ontario

dr. K. Tanoue, fujisawa-shi, Japan

dr. r.r. Waller, ottawa, ontario

W. Wight, Ottawa, ontario

P.Y. Wong, Ottawa, ontario

researcher/Curator Emeritus
dr. Z. Kabata, biological sciences branch, Pacific biological  
station, nanaimo, british Columbia

dr. d.A. russell, north Carolina Museum of natural sciences, 
raleigh, north Carolina

C.-t. Shih, national taiwan ocean university, Keelung, taiwan

refereed publications 
Argus, G.W. 2012. Salix. Pp. 1220-1230 In: b.g. baldwin, d.h. 
goldman, d.J. Keil, r. Patterson, t.J. rosatti and d.h. wilken (eds.) 
the Jepson Manual, vascular Plants of California. 2nd ed. university 
of California Press, berkeley, California. http://ucjeps.berkeley.
edu/tjm2/review/treatments/salicaceae-gp-argus.html

Brodo, F. 2012. Prionocera revisisted (diptera: tipulidae).  
Canadian Entomologist, 144:182-185.

Cook, F.r. 2011. ed. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 123(4):299-398. 

Cook, F.r. 2011. ed. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 124(1):1-98. 

Cook, F.r., 2011. ed. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 124(2):99-198

Cook, F.r., 2011. ed. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 124(3):199-298

Cook, F.r., 2011. ed. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 124(4):299-414.

Catling, P.M., b. bennett, g. Mitrow, F.r. Cook and J. Cayouette. 
2011. one step at a time ... a tribute to william J. (bill) Cody 1922 
(december 22) – 2009 (March 23). Canadian Field Naturalist, 
1241:71-96.

Cook, F.r., B.W. Coad, C.B. renaud, C.g. gruchy and N. Alfonso. 
2011. donald evan Mcallister, 1934-2001: the growth of ichthyo-
logical research at the national Museum of Canada/Canadian 
Museum of nature. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 124(4):330-335. 

lawrey, J.d., P. diederich, M. nelsen, C. Freebury, d. van den 
broeck, M. sikaroodi, d. ertz. 2012. Phylogenetic placement  
of lichenicolous Phomas species in the Phaeosphaeriaceae 
(Pleosporales, dothideomycetes). Fungal Divesity, 55:195-213.

Harington, C.r. 2012. Quaternary cave faunas of Canada:  
a review of the vertebrate remains. Journal of Cave and Karst 
Studies, 73(3):162-180.

Harington, C.r., d. Mol, J. van der Plecht. 2012. the Muirkirk 
Mammoth: a late Pleistocene woolly mammoth skeleton  
from southern ontario, Canada. Quaternary International, 
255:106-113.

Harington, C.r. 2011. Pleistocene vertebrates of the Yukon  
territory. Quaternary Science Reviews, 30:2341-2354.

Mallon, J., r.B. Holmes, M. ryan, d. eberth and J. anderson. 
2011. variation in the skull of Anchiceratops (dinosauria, Ceratop-
sidae) from the horseshoe Canyon formation (upper Cretaceous) 
of alberta. Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology, 31:1047-1071.

Holmes, r.B. and d. baird. 2011. the smaller embolomerous 
amphibians (anthracosauria) from the Middle Pennsylvanian 
(desmoinesian) localities at linton and five Points coal mines, 
ohio. Breviora, 523:1-13.

Lewis, C.L., 2010. Psilolechia clavulifera, a lichen species new  
to Canada. Canadian Field Naturalist, 124(2):181-182.

farke, a.a., M.J. ryan, P.M. barrett, d.h. tanke, d.r. braman,  
M.a. loewen, and M.r. graham. 2011. a new centrosaurine  
from the late Cretaceous of alberta and the evolution of parietal 
ornamentation in horned dinosaurs. Acta Palaeontologia  
Polonica, 56:691–702.

elkin, l.K., d. fenkart-fröschl, e. nunan and r.r. Waller. 2011.  
a database tool for collections risk evaluation and planning.  
In: iCOM-CC 16th triennial conference. J. bridgland (ed.). iCoM 
Committee for Conservation. Critério--Produção grafica, lda.

Wight,W. 2011. rare gemstones from Mont saint-hilaire, 
Québec, Canada. Proceedings 32nd International Gemmological 
Conference, p. 123-128. http://www.igc2011.org/#/abstract-
proceedings/4540447685

Wight. W. 2011. scallop pearls from digby, nova scotia, The NCJV 
Valuer, 29(2):9–12.

Non-refereed publications 
Cook, F.r. 2011. [book review]. frogs: inside their remarkable 
world. by e. beltz. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 123(4):379.

Cook, F.r. 2010. [book review]. the rise of amphibians:  
365 million years of evolution. by r. Carroll. Canadian  
Field-Naturalist, 123(4):380.

Cook, F.r. 2010. [book review] snakes: ecology and conservation. 
b y s.J. Mullin and r.a. seigel (eds.). Canadian Field-Naturalist, 
123(4):381.

Cook, F.r. 2010. [book review]. biological notes on an old farm: 
exploring common things in the kingdoms of life. by g.b. wiggins. 
Canadian Field-Naturalist, 123(4):388.

Cook, F.r. 2011. [book review]. amphibian ecology and  
conservation: a handbook of techniques. by K. dodd, Jr.  
Canadian Field-Naturalist, 124(1):69.

Cook, F.r. 2011. editor’s report for volume 123 (2009).  
Canadian Field-Naturalist, 124(2):197-198.

Cook, F.r. 2012. editor’s report for volume 124 (2010).  
Canadian Field-Naturalist, 125(2):187-189.

Leaman, d.J. 2012. species of the day: arnica montana; In: iuCn 
red list. Species on the Edge of Survival. harper-Collins, uK.

southward, J.a., h.h. thorwald, g. Muething, and r.r. Waller. 
2011. Collections risk assessment at the denver Museum of 
nature & science. iCOM-CC 16th triennial conference Lisbon. 
J. bridgland(ed.). iCoM Committee for Conservation. Critério-
Produção grafica, lda. 

reports and Other 
Leaman, d.J. 2011. Mainstreaming biodiversity management into 
medicinal and aromatic plants (MaPs) production processes in 
lebanon. third Progress report and final Consultant’s report 
(Conservation and sustainable wild Collection). united nations 
development Programme, global environment facility, and  
lebanese agricultural research institute.

Leaman, d.J. 2011. development of risk/resilience analysis 
procedures for the fairwiild foundation. final report ,traffiC 
international. 
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Donors, Partners, Sponsors

The generous support and involvement of donors, partners and sponsors helps the Museum connect people with nature through  

exhibitions, educational programmes and scientific research.

Anonymous (12) 

danielle Allard and John Cooke, ottawa, ontario

Erika and richard Anderson, stittsville, ontario

Jacques Baillairge and Kathy Yang, Kanata, ontario

roger and Jennifer Baird, ottawa, ontario

Carmen Barcena, gatineau, Quebec

Lawrence and Tamara Barley, Kanata, ontario

Barrick Gold Corporation, toronto, ontario

Barbara J. Barry, west vancouver, british Columbia

debra Beattie, gatineau, Quebec

Meg Beckel and Stan Harwood, ottawa, ontario

Lily Becu, ottawa, ontario

dr. James F. Bendell, Clayton, ontario

Sarah and Marc Bercier, ottawa, ontario

Anne Botman, ottawa, ontario

Anne and Herb Breau, ottawa, ontario

Sylvie Breton and Gabriel Bédard, gatineau, Quebec

Carole Brown, ottawa, ontario

P.W.P. Browne, ottawa, ontario

urginie Cabral and François Léger, gatineau, Quebec

Wendi Campbell and Brian rouble, Kanata, ontario

Canadian Mining Hall of Fame, toronto, ontario

Canadian Water Network, waterloo, ontario

Canadian Wildlife Federation, Kanata, ontario

Connie Cheung et Kevin dykstra, ottawa, ontario

Nigel and Sonia Chippindale, ottawa, ontario

david Chisholm and debra Boyd-Chisholm, ottawa, ontario

Cistel Technology Inc., ottawa, ontario

Murray Citron, ottawa, ontario

Peter C. Cooke and Connie Too, ottawa, ontario

Eleanor M. Coombs, Perth, ontario

Patricia Cordingley, ottawa, ontario

richard Coxford and France Tremblay, ottawa, ontario

Nancy and Barry Craven, ottawa, ontario

Kathleen Cunningham, whistler, british Columbia

Kim Curran, ottawa, ontario

Peter and Barbara Currie, Manotick, ontario

Thierry daboval et Sophie Boutin, ottawa, ontario

Betty and don dawson, ottawa, ontario

Margaret & Larry dickenson, ottawa, ontario

Joanne diCosimo, gatineau, Quebec

dr. Léo A. dorais and Mme dorais, ottawa, ontario

Arthur drache, C.M., Q.C. & Judy drache, ottawa, ontario

Chris and Kara drover, ottawa, ontario

ronald Braaten and Judith dupuis, fort McMurray, alberta

Shana Elman and david Waverman, guelph, ontario

Emond Harnden, LLP, ottawa, ontario

Expographiq, gatineau, Quebec

Wanda and Alex Fallis, ottawa, ontario

Eric Farquhar and Elena Valenzuela, ottawa, ontario

Karen E. Floyd, ottawa, ontario

Focus Scientific, ottawa, ontario

Colin Freebury, ottawa, ontario

Simone Gardner, ottawa, ontario

Monica Gattinger, gloucester, ontario

Gifford Associates Insurance Brokers, ottawa, ontario

Michel Gosselin, gatineau, Quebec

dr. Mark Graham, wakefield, Quebec

Lawrence Grant and Barbara duggan, greely, ontario

danielle Grégoire and Jonathan Emmett, almonte, ontario

Bronwynn and Gary Guymer, nepean, ontario

Jennifer Hartley and Tom rosser, ottawa, ontario

The Hawley Family, ottawa, ontario

Michelle and Christopher Higgs, newmarket, ontario

Michel and Karyn Houle, Kanata, ontario

Henry & Anne Howden, ottawa, ontario

Peter and Melissa Humphries, orleans, ontario

George Hunter, Missisauga, ontario

Greg Huyer and Scott rufolo, ottawa, ontario

Imperial Oil Foundation, Calgary, alberta

Teresa Janz and Jeff Partrick, orléans, ontario

dale and Janet Jarvis, nepean, ontario

denyse Jomphe et Evens Tremblay, gatineau, Quebec

richard et Cécile Julien, orleans, ontario

Lois Katnick, ottawa, ontario

Elaine Keillor and Vernon McCaw, nepean, ontario

Beatrice Keleher raffoul, ottawa, ontario

Johannes Hill & Inez Kettles, ottawa, ontario
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Donors, Partners, Sponsors

Linda Kincaid, ottawa, ontario

Patricia M. Kirk, ottawa, ontario

KPMG LLP, ottawa, ontario

Family Lasnier-Leduc, Chelsea, Quebec

William Ledrew and Jane Fuller, ottawa, ontario

Polly Leung and N. Shane Bajtala, ottawa, ontario

robyn Lim, ottawa, ontario

Mrs. Jordan Livingston, hamilton, ontario

Judith & Hon. John Manley, ottawa, ontario

Mede McAtee and Leo doyle, ottawa, ontario

Kate McGregor and Batia Winer, ottawa, ontario

Claude Métras, sherbrooke, Quebec

Melita Mildon, Kingston, ontario

Anne and Tom Mimee, ottawa, ontario

Florence Minz, toronto, ontario

dawn & Peter Morand, ottawa, ontario

Ms. Barbara Morris, ottawa, ontario

david Morrow, ottawa, ontario

Mark Muise, Yarmouth, nova scotia

deborah Mullins and dany Lacombe, ottawa, ontario

Adrian & Elena Munteanu, gatineau, Quebec

National Bank Financial Group, Montréal, Quebec

Byron Neiles, Calgary, alberta

Chris and Margaret Nelson, ottawa, ontario

Bruce Neysmith, saint-lambert, Quebec

david and Joyce Nguyen, ottawa, ontario

Tam Nguyen and Huong duong, ottawa, ontario

Murray & Heather Nicolson, ottawa, ontario

Fiorella and Ioan Nicorescu, orleans, ontario

Mrs. Helen Nixon, ottawa, ontario

NSErC/CrSNG, ottawa, ontario

Nicholas Offord, toronto, ontario

dante Pascali and Shannon Quinn, ottawa, ontario

Penny and richard Patten, toronto, ontario

PCL Constructors Canada Inc., Edmonton, alberta

Margaret Pearcy and don Hoskins, ottawa, ontario

Claude Plante, ottawa, ontario

robin Porter, Kingston, ontario

Carol Pritchard and ray Fine, gatineau, Quebec

Caroline Proulx and Lal daswani, ottawa, ontario

PSAC, gatineau, Quebec

Erin rankin-Nash, london, ontario

rBC Foundation, toronto, ontario

Leslie reid, ottawa, ontario

dr. John W. reynolds, Kitchener, ontario

Harold robinson and Heidi robinson, edmonton, alberta

Scynthia and Philip ross, ottawa, ontario

Gorazd ruseski and Lindsay Cheung, ottawa, ontario

Susan r. rust, gloucester, ontario

Barbara Schulman, ottawa, ontario

Sylvia Schultz, ottawa, ontario

Scotiabank Group/Groupe Banque Scotia, toronto, ontario

Ann Séguin and Kelvin Huska, gatineau, Quebec

Murray and Aileen Shaw, ottawa, ontario

Craig Simon and Barbara Massey, ottawa, ontario

Andrew Smith, Kanata, ontario

Mr. Erik Spicer, ottawa, ontario

Shirley Squires and robin roberts, ottawa, ontario

Sally M. St. Lewis, ottawa, ontario

Nina Stanton and Stuart Wuttke, ottawa, ontario

Marie St-Jean-Masse et denis Masse, gatineau, Quebec

Brian and Evelyn Swan, orleans, ontario

Td Bank Financial Group, toronto, ontario

TerraTundra Foundation, toronto, ontario

Edward Terry and Ann Hyland, ottawa, ontario

david and Bonnie Thelen, Kanata, ontario

Francis and Jane Thomas, ottawa, ontario

Patricia and Jason Toner, ottawa, ontario

John and Mary udd, ottawa, ontario

Len ugarenko, ottawa, ontario

Vale , toronto, ontario

Karen and Frank Vandenhoven, ottawa, ontario

Margot Watt, vanier, ontario

Kalliopi Weaver, ottawa, ontario

Wildlife Habitat Canada, ottawa, ontario

ross and Joan Wilson, ottawa, ontario
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International
Alfred Wegener Institute, bremerhaven, germany

American Association of Museums, washington, d.C.

American Fisheries Society, Bethesda, Maryland

American Institute for Conservation, washington, d.C.

American Museum of Natural History, new York City, new York

American Society of Plant Taxonomists, laramie, wyoming

Birkbeck College, university of London, london, uK

Botanic Gardens Conservation International,  
surrey, united Kingdom

California State university, los angeles, California

Cardiff university, Cardiff, u.K.

Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Center for Applied Biosciences, freiburg, germany 

Centre for Isotope research, university of Groningen,  
groningen, netherlands

Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences, beijing, China

CineMuse Inc., new York City, new York

Cleveland Museum of Natural History, Cleveland, ohio

Comisión Forestal de Michaocán, Mexico

Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas,  
distrito federal, Mexico

Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF), akureyri, iceland

Consortium for the Barcode of Life, washington, d.C.

Cornell university, ithaca, new York

CSIrO Entomology, Canberra, australia

dePaul university, Chicago, illinois

duke university, durham, north Carolina

Explore-at-Bristol, bristol, united Kingdom

Flinders university, adelaide, australia

Food and Agriculture Organization of the united Nations,  
rome, italy

Forschungsinstitut Senckenberg, wilhelmshaven, germany

Fu Jen Catholic university, taipei, taiwan

Geological Institute, Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences, 
beijing, China 

Getty Conservation Institute, los angeles, California

Global Biodiversity Information Facility, Copenhagen, denmark

Global Taxonomy Initiative, Montreal, Quebec

Götenborg university, götenborg, sweden

Harvard university, Cambridge, Massachusetts

Henan Geological Musuem, Zhengzhou, China

Institut Collective Nederland (ICN), amsterdam, netherlands

Institute de Ecologia, A.C. xalapa, veracruz, Mexico

Institute Nacional de Biodiversidad, santo domingo, Costa rica

Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences, 
beijing, China

Institute of Vertebrate paleontology and paleoanthropology,  
Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

International Centre for Conservation in rome (ICCrOM),  
rome, italy

International Society for diatom research,  
london, united Kingdom

IuCN (International union for Conservation of Nature),  
gland, switzerland

IuCN Commission on Education and Communication,  
gland, switzerland

Kyoto university, Kyoto, Japan

Laboratoire Arago, banyuls-sur-mer, france

Leiden university, leiden, netherlands

Liberty Science Center, Jersey City, new Jersey

Lincoln university, Christchurch, new Zealand

Lufeng dinosaur Museum, Yunnan, China

Marshall university, huntington, west virginia

Martin-Luther-universität Halle-Wittenberg, halle, germany

Moss Landind Marine Laboratories, Moss landing, California

Murdoch university, Murdoch, australia

Museo de La Plata, la Plata, argentina

Museo Nacional de Historia Natural, santiago, Chile

Muséum d’histoire naturelle de Neuchatel, neuchatel, switzerland

Museum für Naturkunde der Humboldt-universität,  
berlin, germany

Collaborators are organizations such as universities, research institutes, museum or government agencies that work with the  

Museum on a range of projects including research activities, programming and exhibitions. These affiliations are part of the  

Museum’s regional, national and international network, allowing the Museum to share its resources with others and enhance  

its effectiveness in connecting people with nature.
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Muséum national d’histoire naturelle, Paris, france

Museum Victoria, Melbourne, australia

Nationaal natuurhistorisch Museum naturalis, leiden, netherlands

National Museum of Kenya, nairobi, Kenya

National Museum of Natural Science, taiwan, China

National Science Foundation, washington, d.C.

National Science Museum, tokyo, Japan

Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County,  
los angeles, California

Natural History Museum, london, united Kingdom

Natural History Museum, university of Kansas, lawrence, Kansas

Natuurmuseum, rotterdam, netherlands

Nausicaä, Centre National de la Mer, boulogne-sur-Mer Cedex, france

Netherlands Cultural Heritage Agency, amersfoort, netherlands

Newell Farms Wildlife rehabilitation Center, north Carolina

New England Aquarium, boston, Massachusetts

New York Botanical Garden, new York, new York

Northwest university, xi-an, China

Organization for Economic Cooperation and development (OECd), 
Paris, france 

OrNithological Information System (OrNIS), berkeley, California

Pablo de Olavide university, seville, spain

Paleontological Institute, russian Academy of Sciences,  
Moscow, russia

PanArctic Flora Project, oslo, norway

rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden, Claremont, California

roots and Shoots, Jane Goodall Institute, toronto, ontario

royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences, brussels, belgium

royal Botanic Garden Herbarium, Kew, london, united Kingdom

royal Botanic Gardens, sydney, new south wales, australia

Saint Louis university, st. louis, Missouri

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, san diego, California

Secretariat of the Convention on Biological diversity,  
Montreal, Quebec

Senckenberg research Institute and Natural History Museum, 
frankfurt, germany

Shanxi Geological Museum, taiyuan, China

Smithsonian Institution, washington, d.C.

Society for the Preservation of Natural History Collections,  
new York, new York

South Australian Museum, adelaide, australia

South Australian research and development Institute,  
adelaide, australia

Southampton Oceanography Centre, southampton,  
united Kingdom

Texas Parks and Wildlife department, Mission, texas

The Field Museum, Chicago, illinois

The New York Botanical Garden, new York, new York

Tokyo Gakugei university, tokyo, Japan 

Tucson Gem and Mineral Society, tucson, arizona

universidad Autonoma de la Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico

universidade Nova de Lisboa, lisbon, Portugal

universidad EArTH, Costa rica

universität Hamburg, Zoologisches Institut und Museum,  
hamburg, germany

university of Alaska, fairbanks, alaska

university of Arizona, tucson, arizona

university of California, davis, California

university of Colorado, boulder, Colorado

university of Colorado denver, denver, Colorado

university of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, denmark

university of Kansas, lawrence, Kansas

university of Michigan, ann arbor, Michigan

university of Nebraska State Museum, lincoln, nebraska

university of Oslo, oslo, norway

university of Oxford, oxford, england

university of Plymouth, Plymouth, united Kingdom

university of Tennessee, department of Ecology and Evolutionary 
Biology, Knoxville, tennessee

university of Zurich, Zurich, switzerland

uS Fish and Wildlife Service,  
washington d.C. and arlington, virginia

uSdA – Wildlife Services, north Carolina

uSdA Agricultural research Service, beltsville, Maryland

uSdA Forest Service, Morgantown, west virginia and logan, utah

West Chester university, Pennsylvania

Workman Publishing, new York City, new York

Yale university Press, new haven, Connecticut

Zhejiang Museum of Natural History, hangzhou, China

Zoological Institute, russian Academy of Sciences,  
st. Petersburg, russia

Zoological Museum, Copenhagen, denmark

Collaborators
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National
Académie Parhélie, whitehorse, Yukon

Advanced Broadband Enabled Learning Program (ABEL),  
toronto, ontario

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, ottawa, ontario

Alliance of Natural History Museums of Canada, ottawa, ontario

ArcticNet, Quebec City, Quebec

Arctic Watch, la Pêche, Quebec

Bird Studies Canada, Port rowan, ontario

Bruce Peninsula National Park, ontario

Canada Aviation Museum, ottawa, ontario

Canada Post, ottawa, ontario

Canada Science and Technology Museum, ottawa, ontario

Canada’s SchoolNet, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Agriculture Museum, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES),  
Quebec City, Quebec

Canadian Association for Conservation, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Association of Professional Conservators,  
ottawa, ontario

Canadian Association of Science Centres, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Association of Zoos and Aquariums, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Barcode of Life Network (university of Guelph),  
guelph, ontario

Canadian Biodiversity Information Network, gatineau, Quebec 

Canadian Biodiversity Institute, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Botanical Association, guelph, ontario

Canadian Botanical Conservation Network, burlington, ontario

Canadian College of Teachers, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Commission for uNESCO, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Committee for IuCN, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Conservation Institute, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Environmental Education Network, gatineau, Quebec 

Canadian Food Inspection Agency, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Forest Service, Natural resources Canada

Canadian Fossil discovery Centre, Morden, Manitoba

Canadian Healthy Oceans Network (CHONE), Memorial university 
of Newfoundland, st. John’s, newfoundland 

Canadian Heritage Information Network, gatineau, Quebec

Canadian Heritage, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Institutes of Health research, ottawa, ontario

Canadian International development Agency, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Museum of Civilization, gatineau, Quebec

Canadian Museums Association, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, ottawa, ontario

Canadian rivers Institute, university of New Brunswick,  
saint John, new brunswick

Canadian Science Writers Association, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Society of Zoologists, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Water Network, waterloo, ontario

Canadian War Museum, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Wildlife Federation, ottawa, ontario

Canadian Wildlife Service, ottawa, ontario

CANArIE Inc., ottawa, ontario

CANMET, Natural resources Canada, ottawa, ontario

Carleton university, ottawa, ontario

Central Quebec School Board, Quebec

Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada  
(COSEWIC), ottawa, ontario

dalhousie university, halifax, nova scotia

Ecosystem & Biodiversity Priorities (Environment Canada),  
ottawa, ontario

Entomological Society of Canada, ottawa, ontario

Environment and Natural resources,  
Yellowknife, northwest territories

Environment Canada, gatineau, Quebec

Fisheries and Oceans Canada, ottawa, ontario

Fort Vermilion School district, alberta

Geological Survey of Canada, Natural resources Canada,  
ottawa, ontario

Government of Nunavut, iqaluit, nunavut

Government of Yukon, whitehorse, Yukon

Historica Encounters, ottawa, ontario

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, ottawa, ontario

Institute of Ocean Sciences, sydney, british Columbia

Institute of the Environment, university of Ottawa, ottawa, ontario

Inuit Circumpolar Council – Canada, ottawa, ontario

Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, ottawa, ontario

IuCN Academy of Environmental Law, ottawa, ontario

Kluane National Park, Yukon, Canada (Parks Canada),  
haines Junction, Yukon

Lakehead university, thunder bay, ontario

Laurentian university, sudbury, ontario

Laurier House National Historic Site of Canada, ottawa, ontario

Library and Archives Canada, ottawa, ontario

McGill university, Montreal, Quebec

Collaborators
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Memorial university of Newfoundland,  
st. John’s, newfoundland and labrador

Ministère de l’Agriculture, des Pêcheries et de l’Alimentation  
du Québec

Ministère des ressources naturelles et de la faune du Québec

Ministère du développement durable, de l’environnement  
et des parcs du Québec

Museums Assistance Program (MAP), gatineau, Quebec

National Arts Centre, ottawa, ontario

National Capital Commission, Gatineau Park, ottawa, ontario

National Film Board, ottawa, ontario

National Gallery of Canada, ottawa, ontario

National Sciences and Engineering research Council of Canada 
(NSErC), ottawa, ontario

National Water research Institute, burlington, ontario

Natural resources Canada, ottawa, ontario

Nature Canada, ottawa, ontario

NatureServe Canada, ottawa, ontario

NatureServe Yukon, Yukon department of the Environment,  
Fish & Wildlife Branch, ontario

North American Association of Environmental Education,  
washington, dC

Nunavut research Institute, iqaluit, nunavut

Old Crow School district, Yukon territory

Parks Canada, ottawa, ontario

Portrait Gallery of Canada, Library and Archives Canada,  
ottawa, ontario

Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre,  
Yellowknife, northwest territories

Prospectors and developers Association of Canada Mining  
Matters, toronto, ontario

Public Health Alliance of Canada, ottawa, ontario

Public Works and Government Services Canada, ottawa, ontario

Queen’s university, Kingston, ontario

royal Canadian Mint, ottawa, ontario

School district #57, Prince george, british Columbia

Sierra Youth Coalition, ottawa, ontario

Simon Fraser university, burnaby, british Columbia

Students on Ice, gatineau, Quebec

Td Friends of the Environment Foundation, toronto, ontario

Tree Canada, ottawa, ontario

université de Montréal, Montreal, Quebec

université du Québec à Montréal, Montreal, Quebec

université du Québec à rimouski, rimouski, Quebec

université Laval, Québec, Quebec

university of Alberta, edmonton, alberta

university of British Columbia, vancouver, british Columbia

university of Calgary, Calgary, alberta

university of Guelph, guelph, ontario

university of Manitoba, winnipeg, Manitoba

university of Moncton, Moncton, new brunswick

university of Ottawa, ottawa, ontario

university of Prince Edward Island, Charlottetown,  
Prince edward island

university of Saskatchewan, saskatoon, saskatchewan

university of Toronto, toronto, ontario

university of Victoria, victoria, british Columbia

university of Waterloo, waterloo, ontario

university of Western Ontario, london, ontario

university of Winnipeg, winnipeg, Manitoba

Wildlife Habitat Canada, ottawa, ontario

World Wildlife Fund Canada, ottawa, ontario

Yukon Beringia Interpretive Centre, whitehorse, Yukon territory

Provincial and regional
Algonquin College, ottawa, ontario

Alpine Gems, Kingston, ontario

Bedford Institute of Oceanography, dartmouth, nova scotia

Biodiversity Institute of Ontario, university of Guelph,  
guelph, ontario

Biodôme de Montréal, Montréal, Quebec

Brookfield High School, ottawa, ontario

Calgary Zoo, Calgary, alberta

CHuQ/CHuL research Center, Quebec City, Quebec

City of Ottawa, ottawa, ontario

Club de minéralogie de l’Outaouais, hull, Quebec

Club des ornithologues de l’Outaouais, gatineau, Quebec

doors Open Ottawa, ottawa, ontario

Earth day Ottawa, ottawa, ontario

Ecology Ottawa, ottawa, ontario 

Ecomuseum, Saint-Lawrence Valley Natural History Society,  
sainte-anne-de-bellevue, Quebec

Fleming College, Peterborough, ontario

Gem and Mineral Club of Scarborough, scarborough, ontario

Haunted Walks Inc., ottawa, ontario

Ikebana International, Ottawa Centennial Chapter 120,  
ottawa, ontario

Collaborators
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Insectarium de Montréal, Montreal, Quebec

Institut québécois de la biodiversité (IQBIO), Montreal, Quebec

Irving Oil, saint John, new brunswick

Jardin Botanique de Montréal, Montreal, Quebec

Kawartha rock and Fossil Club Inc., Peterborough, ontario

Laval university, Quebec, Quebec

Malborough Academy, north gower, ontario

Manitoba Museum, winnipeg, Manitoba

McCord Museum of Canadian History, Montreal, Quebec

McGill School of Environement, Montreal, Quebec

Mississippi Field Naturalists, almonte, ontario

Montreal Science Center, Montreal, Quebec

Musée du Fjord, la baie, Quebec

Espace pour la vie, Montreal, Quebec

National Capital Commission, gatineau Park, gatineau, Quebec

New Brunswick Provincial Museum, saint John, new brunswick

Nova Scotia Museum of Natural History, halifax, nova scotia

Ontario Biodiversity Council, toronto, ontario

Ottawa Asian Heritage Society, ottawa, ontario

Ottawa Field Naturalists, ottawa, ontario

Ontario Forestry Association, north York, ontario

Ottawa Lapsmith and Mineral Club, ottawa, ontario

Ottawa Public Library, ottawa, ontario

Ottawa regional Science Fair, ottawa, ontario

Ottawa School of dance, ottawa, ontario

Ottawa School of Speech and drama, ottawa, ontario

Ontario Teachers Federation, toronto, ontario

Ottawa-Carleton district School Board, ottawa, ontario

Ottawa-Gatineau Geoheritage Committee

Paleotec Services, ottawa, ontario

Pasquia regional Park, arborfield, saskatchewan

Pembina Institute, ottawa, ontario

Peterborough Centenial Museum and Archives,  
Peterborough, ontario

Planeterium de Montréal, Montreal, Quebec

Planet in Focus Film Festival, toronto, ontario 

Professional Engineers Ontario, toronto, ontario

Protect Heritage Corp., ottawa, ontario

Quadeville Beryl and rose Quartz Mines, Quadeville, ontario

rerdpath Museum, McGill university, Montreal, Quebec

regional district of Central Okanagan Museum,  
Kelowna, british Columbia

réseau des BIBLIO de l’Outaouais, gatineau, Quebec

rideau Valley Conservation Authority, Manotick, ontario

royal Alberta Museum, edmonton, alberta

royal Botanical Garden, burlington, ontario

royal British Columbia Museum, victoria, british Columbia

royal Ontario Museum, toronto, ontario

royal Saskatchewan Museum, regina, saskatchewan

royal Tyrell Museum of Palaeontology, drumheller, alberta

Saskatchewan Watershed Authority, regina, saskatchewan

Science North, sudbury, ontario

Sudbury rock and Lapidiary, sudbury, ontario

Teck Corporation, vancouver, british Columbia

TELuS World of Science, Calgary, alberta

TELuS World of Science, edmonton, alberta

The Banff Centre, Banff, edmonton, alberta

The Climate Project Canada, ottawa, ontario 

The dendron Project, ottawa, ontario

The Kawartha Pine ridge district School Board,  
Peterborough, ontario

The rooms, st. John’s, newfoundland and labrador

Thetford Mines Mineralogical and Mining Museum,  
thetford Mines, Quebec

Toronto Zoo, toronto, ontario

university of Ottawa, Faculty of Education, ottawa, ontario

Volunteer Ottawa, ottawa, ontario

Waterloo Collegiate Institute, waterloo, ontario

YMCA-YWCA, ottawa, ontario

 

 

Collaborators
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The Canadian Museum of Nature’s (the “Museum”) primary objective is to fulfill its national mandate as described in the Museums Act, 

within the context of the governance and accountability regime established in Part x of the Financial Administration Act. To this  

end, the Museum’s Board of Trustees and Management are committed to managing the public and private funds investment in the 

Museum in a transparent, accountable manner and to optimizing the value of the contribution the Museum makes to Canadians  

and to Canadian society. 

MANAGEMENT dISCuSSION ANd ANALYSIS 

Financial Overview
two years have passed since the successful reopening of the victoria Memorial Museum 
building in May 2010. the comprehensive redevelopment of the Museum’s public galleries 
and the mounting of a lively public education programme have resulted in heightened 
public interest. this past year the Museum returned to steady-state operations as work 
continued towards achieving its strategic objectives and priorities including the development 
of financial strategies to deal with emerging financial pressures. 

a contributing factor to the growing gap in funds to operate the two facilities under the 
stewardship of the Museum is the result of the government of Canada’s decision in 1994 
to transfer the custody of Museum land and buildings to the Museums from Public works 
and government services Canada. Parliamentary appropriations funding has not been 
indexed since the transfer to protect the Museum against the impact of inflation on key 
inputs such as utilities and property taxes. 

finding ways to close the Museum’s operating funding gap, thus ensuring the financial  
sustainability of the institution, remained a top priority in 2011–2012. during that  
period the Museum:

•	 continued	to	implement	year	two	of	the	Museum’s	two-year	financial	plan,	which	
controlled expenditures and introduced organizational efficiencies;

•	 rolled	out	the	next	phase	of	the	Museum’s	fundraising	and	development	strategy,	
with the goal of raising $15 million over five years in support of operations, new 
permanent galleries, temporary exhibitions and public education programmes. the 
Museum launched a new advancement strategy focused on building support from 
individual, corporate and foundation donors and as a result in 2011–2012, the 
Museum received a generous pledge of $1.0 million from barrick gold Corporation  
in addition to $0.5 million from other sources for a total of $1.5 million, and; 

•	 implemented	a	plan	to	increase	revenues	by	capitalizing	on	the	Victoria	Memorial	
Museum building’s commercial operations, especially in the areas of attendance 
and membership fees, rentals and events income, and boutique and online sales. 
revenue generating measures included a new marketing approach whereby large 
promotion plans were integrated to create awareness of the Museum’s exciting line  
up of blockbuster special temporary exhibitions and complementary programming. 
this new approach was used for the first time to promote Whales Tohor -a – The  
Exhibition and coincided with a new admission pricing structure. features of the  
new pricing structure included increases of 20 percent for adults, 25 percent for 
seniors/students, 33 percent for children, surcharges for blockbuster special  
temporary exhibitions and the elimination of the family admissions.
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effective april 1st, 2011, the Museum was reclassified as a government not-for-Profit 
organization (gnPo) and adopted Public sector accounting standards (Psas) applicable 
for public sector not-for-profit organizations including the 4200 series of accounting 
standards applicable for gnPo’s.

effective for the 2011–2012 fiscal year and consistent with the standard on Quarterly 
financial reports for Crown Corporations issued by the treasury board secretariat of 
Canada the Museum began issuing and making available Quarterly financial reports  
to the public. 

Financial Performance

revenue and Parliamentary Appropriations

revenue and parliamentary appropriations decreased to $37.9 million in 2011–2012 
from the $42.5 million reported in 2010–2011 and appropriations represented 88 percent 
of the total in 2011–2012. revenue decreased to $4.7 million in 2011–2012 from the 
$5.4 million reported in 2010–2011 mainly due to a decrease in the recognition of  
contributions which are normally tied to the development of permanent galleries. 

the Museum has established a target of generating revenue excluding parliamentary 
appropriations equivalent to 15 percent of base operating costs by 2011–2012. in 
2011–2012 the Museum achieved its target of 15 percent with attendance of 413,055. 
in 2010–2011 the 15 percent target was surpassed one year ahead of schedule with  
revenue equivalent to 18 percent of base operating costs as attendance reached 
518,000 as a result of the heightened public interest associated with the reopening  
of the victoria Memorial Museum building in May 2010. 

Parliamentary Appropriations

on an accrual basis, parliamentary appropriations decreased to $33.2 million in  
2011–2012 from the $37.2 million reported in 2010–2011. of the $4.0 million year  
over year difference, $2.9 million is related to “one time” funding in 2010–2011 as a 
result of budget 2010 as the government of Canada recognized the operating pressures 
that affect museums. 

Commercial Operations

revenue associated with commercial operations includes admission fees, parking,  
rentals of facilities, boutique and cafeteria leases, memberships and publishing royalties. 
Commercial operations decreased to $3.4 million in 2011–2012 from the $3.6 million 
reported in 2010–2011 mainly due to the decrease in attendance which impacted  
admission fees.

Contributions

Contributions recognized as revenues vary from year to year based upon the resources 
required to fund and install new permanent galleries. Contributions decreased to  
$0.6 million in 2011–2012 from the $1.2 million reported in 2010–2011. although the 
design work associated with phase two of the vale earth gallery occurred in 2011–2012, 
the majority of the production and installation work will occur in 2012–2013. 

Managing Our Financial Resources
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Expenses
expenses decreased to $40.7 million in 2011–2012 from the $41.4 million reported  
in 2010–2011. 

Public Education Programmes

Public education programmes decreased to $6.7 million in 2011–2012 from the  
$7.6 million reported in 2010–2011 due to marketing and communications expenses 
decreasing by $0.5 million and exhibitions expenses decreasing by $0.7 million. 
expenses were high in the previous fiscal year as a result of the successful marketing 
and public awareness campaign associated with the reopening of the vitoria Memorial 
Museum building in May 2010. 

Accommodation

accommodation increased to $19.5 million in 2011–2012 from the $19.0 million  
reported in 2010–2011. amortization of capital assets represents $6.8 million of the 
total in 2011–2012 and $6.5 million in 2010–2011 and accounts for $0.3 million of the 
increase. the remainder of the year over year increase is due to costs associated with 
managing the Museum’s two buildings. the new museum-standard environmental control 
systems and additional space that must now be maintained at the renovated victoria 
Memorial Museum building have placed an additional pressure on the Museum’s operating 
budget. the Museum continues to explore additional facilities cost reduction and control 
measures so as to minimize the financial impact on its programmes.  

Net results of Operations
the net results of operations resulted in a deficit of $2.8 million in 2011–2012. 

of the deficit, $0.5 million is due to the accounting treatment related to the amortization  
expense for the Museum’s natural heritage building located in gatineau which is recorded 
on the Museum’s statement of financial Position as a capital lease. this accounting 
treatment will keep the Museum’s accumulated deficit in a deficit position for many 
years. the situation will begin to reverse near the mid-point of the lease term and will 
completely reverse itself over the full term of the lease. this does not impact the Museum’s 
cash flow or financial stability in any way.

$0.8 million of the deficit is due to an increase in the employee future benefits provision 
as a result of:

•	 A	“one	time”	$0.7	million	increase	to	the	provision	related	to	the	elimination	 
and the pay-out of accumulated severance to employees for voluntary separation.  
as a result of collective bargaining and consistent with the government of Canada’s 
approach, effective april 1st, 2012, employees will no longer accumulate severance 
pay upon resignation or retirement. the accumulated severance pay will be calculated 
at the rate of one week of pay for each year of service.

•	 A	$0.1	million	increase	to	the	provision	related	to	sick	leave	benefits.	As	a	consequence	
of adopting Psas applicable for public sector not-for-profit organizations including  
the 4200 series of accounting standards applicable for gnPo’s, the Museum is  
required to recognize a liability for compensated absences including sick leave benefits.  
based on an actuarial report the Museum recognized a liability of $1.8 million and 
an expense of $0.1 million in 2011–2012.

Managing Our Financial Resources
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furthermore, $0.2 million is attributable to an increase in amortization of capital assets  
and $1.3 million is attributable to a timing difference between the recognition of revenues 
that are recognized in the fiscal year for which they are earned and expenses that are 
recognized in the fiscal year they are incurred. specifically, $0.6 million of the 2010–2011 
funds were used to commit to and prepay for three special temporary exhibits that 
opened in 2011–2012. 

Financial Situation

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents decreased to $12.3 million in 2011–2012 from the  
$14.0 million reported in 2010–2011 mainly due to funds spent to commit and prepay 
for temporary special exhibitions. Cash and cash equivalents include capital funding 
related to the Museum’s approved five year long-term capital plan. 

Prepaid expenses increased to $1.7 million in 2011–2012 from the $0.9 million reported 
in 2010–2011. Prepaid expenses include $1.0 million used to commit to and prepay for 
special temporary exhibitions scheduled to open in 2012–2013. 

Capital assets decreased to $205.6 million in 2011–2012 from the $210.9 reported  
in 2010–2011 due to amortization expense of $7.3 million offset by acquisition of  
assets of $2.0 million.

Liabilities

accounts payable and accrued liabilities from trade increased to $3.1 million in  
2011–2012 from the $2.4 million reported in 2010–2011 mainly due to accrual  
related to the outcome of collective agreements.

deferred capital funding decreased to $185.6 million in 2011–2012 from the  
$189.9 million reported in 2010–2011 as deferred capital funding is recognized as  
revenue at the same pace as the amortization of the corresponding capital assets. 

employee future benefits increased to $5.2 million in 2011–2012 from the $4.4 million 
reported in 2010–2011 due to a $0.7 million provision recorded for accumulated  
severance to employees and $0.1 million provision recorded for sick leave benefits. 

Accumulated deficit

the accumulated deficit of $10.7 million as at March 31, 2012, is mainly due to the  
accounting treatment related to the amortization expense for the Museum’s natural  
heritage building located in gatineau which is recorded on the statement of financial 
Position as an obligation under capital lease. the accumulated deficit will begin to 
reverse in 2019–2020 until it is fully eliminated in 2031–2032 at the end of the lease 
term. this does not impact the Museum’s cash flow or financial stability in any way.

Managing Our Financial Resources
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Summary

the strategic directions for the Museum acknowledge the intent to be a leading source  
of natural history knowledge and scientific inquiry for scientists and the public, thus  
contributing a distinctly Canadian perspective to the global body of knowledge. the  
Museum will disseminate the results of this scientific inquiry, thus helping inspire  
Canadians to act conscionably about the natural environment. as a public institution,  
the Museum also wishes to continue to demonstrate accountability, value and fiscal  
effectiveness through achieving measurable, meaningful results. 

achieving financial sustainability has been, and will continue to be, one of the main 
priorities of the Museum. the Museum has in place a number of strategies designed to 
manage both known and anticipated pressures. an enterprise risk management approach 
is being used to manage these strategies and pressures in support of the vision to be a 
national institution providing maximum value and service to the public.

the Museum hopes to maintain the momentum gained after the reopening of the victoria 
Memorial Museum building and sustain revenues equivalent to cover 15 percent of base 
operating costs in 2012–2013 and beyond.

the Museum will concentrate on the following priorities for 2012–2013:

•	 Sustain	the	Museum’s	scientific	leadership,	knowledge	and	expertise	by	focusing	
research and collections activities and communications on its two Museum Research 
Centres of Excellence and by maintaining its long-standing contribution to national 
and international bodies. 

•	 Invest	in	blockbuster	exhibitions	aligned	with	the	Museum’s	strengths	that	position	
it as a Museum of international first rank and implement a pricing structure consistent 
with international best practice.

•	 Develop	and	implement	a	digital	strategy	to	optimize	the	use	of	technology	and	
improve the visitor experience.

•	 Invest	in	branding,	marketing	and	a	refreshed	positioning	strategy.

•	 Develop	and	implement	a	new	business	model	moving	from	appropriation	based	 
to enterprise based.

•	 Develop	and	launch	a	comprehensive	advancement	strategy	that	incorporates	 
and aligns fundraising, marketing, communications, government relations and  
institutional relations.

•	 Redesign	the	organizational	structure	to	reflect	and	support	the	strategic	direction	 
of the Museum.

these measures, combined with the continuing support of the government of Canada 
and a highly motivated and skilled team, will allow the Museum to continue to fulfill its 
mandate to “…increase throughout Canada and internationally, interest in, knowledge  
of and appreciation and respect for the natural world...”

Managing Our Financial Resources
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Management’s responsability  
for financial reporting

Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining a system of books, records, 
internal controls and management practices to provide reasonable assurance that: reliable 
financial information is produced; the assets of the Corporation are safeguarded and 
controlled; the transactions of the Corporation are in accordance with the relevant  
legislation, regulations and by-laws of the Corporation; the resources of the Corporation 
are managed efficiently and economically; and the operations of the Corporation are  
carried out effectively.

Management is also responsible for the integrity and objectivity of the financial statements 
of the Corporation. the accompanying financial statements were prepared in accordance 
with Canadian Public sector accounting standards. the financial information contained 
elsewhere in this annual report is consistent with that in the financial statements. 

the board of trustees is responsible for ensuring that management fulfils its responsibilities  
for financial reporting and internal control. the board exercises its responsibilities 
through the audit and finance Committee, which includes a majority of members who are 
not officers of the Corporation. the Committee meets from time to time with management, 
the Corporation’s internal auditors and the office of the auditor general of Canada to 
review the manner in which these groups are performing their responsibilities and to 
discuss auditing, internal controls, and other relevant financial matters. the board of 
trustees has reviewed the financial statements with the office of the auditor general  
of Canada and has approved them.

the financial statements have been audited by the auditor general of Canada. his report 
offers an independent opinion on the financial statements to the Minister of Canadian 
heritage and official languages.

Margaret Beckel  Michel Houle, CMA 

President and Chief Executive Officer  Vice President, Corporate Services  
  and Chief Financial Officer

June 14, 2012
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Minister of Canadian Heritage and Official Languages

Report on the Financial Statements

I have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Canadian Museum of Nature, 
which comprise the statements of financial position as at 31 March 2012, 31 March 2011 and    
1 April 2010, and the statements of operations, statements of changes in accumulated deficit 
and statements of cash flows for the years ended 31 March 2012 and 31 March 2011, and a 
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial  
statements in accordance with Canadian public sector accounting standards, and for such 
internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility

My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on my audits. I  
conducted my audits in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. 
Those standards require that I comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit 
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material 
misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and  
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s  
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial  
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor  
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the  
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the  
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the  
entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting  
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well 
as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained in my audits is sufficient and appropriate to 
provide a basis for my audit opinion.
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Opinion

In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial  
position of the Canadian Museum of Nature as at 31 March 2012, 31 March 2011 and  
1 April 2010, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years ended  
31 March 2012 and 31 March 2011 in accordance with Canadian public sector accounting  
standards. 

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements

As required by the Financial Administration Act, I report that, in my opinion, the accounting  
principles in Canadian public sector accounting standards have been applied, after giving  
retroactive effect to the adoption of the new standards as explained in Note 3 to the financial  
statements, on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

Further, in my opinion, the transactions of the National Canadian Museum of Nature that have  
come to my notice during my audits of the financial statements have, in all significant respects,  
been in accordance with Part X of the Financial Administration Act and regulations, the  
Museums Act and the by-laws of the Canadian Museum of Nature.

 

Maurice Laplante, CA 
Assistant Auditor General 
for the Auditor General of Canada

14 June 2012 
Ottawa, Canada
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Statement of Financial Position

(in thousands of dollars) at March 31, 2012 at March 31, 2011 at April 1, 2010 

Assets

Current  

Cash and cash equivalents (note 4)  12,267  14,020  19,181 

accounts receivable 

trade  223  272  249 

government departments and agencies (note 15)  356  507  755 

Prepaid expenses  1,717  936  593 

 14,563  15,735  20,778 

restricted cash, cash equivalents and receivables (note 4)  2,076  1,804  1,927 

Collections (note 5)  1  1  1 

Capital assets (note 6)  205,565  210,875  211,579 

 222,205  228,415  234,285 

Liabilities

Current

accounts payable and accrued liabilities

trade  3,056  2,399  5,088 

government departments and agencies (note 15)  114  569  441 

Current portion – obligation under capital lease (note 7)  532  483  437 

deferred revenues, contributions and parliamentary appropriations (note 8)  8,790  8,459  12,635 

employee future benefits (note 10)  1,883  705  632 

 14,375  12,615  19,233 

obligation under capital lease (note 7)  29,590  30,123  30,605 

deferred capital funding (note 9)  185,575  189,881  189,584 

employee future benefits (note 10)  3,320  3,701  3,862 

 232,860  236,320  243,284 

Accumulated deficit

unrestricted  (828)  1,401  (257)

endowment (note 11)  305  305  305 

investment in capital assets (note 12)  (10,132)  (9,611)  (9,047)

 (10,655)  (7,905)  (8,999)

 222,205  228,415  234,285 

Contractual obligations and Contingencies (notes 16 and 17).       

the accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.

Approved by the Board of Trustees: 

Nicholas Offord Martin Joanisse 

Interim Chair of the  Chair of the Audit and 
Board of Trustees Finance Committee

recommended by Management:  

Meg Beckel Michel Houle, CMA 

President and Chief Vice Pesident, Corporate Services 
Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer
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Statement of Operations for the year ended March 31, 2012

Statement of Changes in Accumulated Deficit for the year ended March 31, 2012 
     

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

revenue

Commercial operations (note 14)  3,361  3,550 

Contributions  634  1,244 

educational programmes  353  304 

interest  154  129 

scientific services  191  47 

other  30  89 

 4,723  5,363 

Expenses (note 19)

Public education programmes  6,713  7,620 

Collection management  2,131  2,296 

research  4,421  4,430 

internal services  7,927  8,053 

accommodation  19,475  19,034 

 40,667  41,433 

Net result of operations before government funding  (35,944)  (36,070)

Parlimentary appropriations (note 13)  33,194 37,164 

Net result of operations  (2,750)  1,094 

the accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.     

 
(in thousands of dollars)

 
unrestricted

 
Endowment

Invested in  
capital assets

 
2012

 
2011

accumulated deficit, beginning of the year  1,401  305  (9,611)  (7,905)  (8,999)

net result of operations  (2,750)  (2,750)  1,094 

net change in investment in capital assets (note 12)  521 ( 521)   

Accumulated deficit, end of year ( 828)  305  (10,132)  (10,655)  (7,905)

the accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.

a statement of remeasurement gains and losses has been excluded as there have been no remeasurement gains or losses.

Financial Statements
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Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended March 31, 2012 

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

Operating activities

Cash receipts – customers  6,904  5,518 

Cash receipts – parliamentary appropriations  25,114  26,874 

Cash disbursements – employees  (16,133)  (15,837)

Cash disbursements – suppliers  (14,037)  (18,465)

interest received  173  132 

interest paid  (3,018)  (3,070)

Cash provide by (used in) operating activities  (997)  (4,848)

Capital activities

acquisition of capital assets  (1,951)  (6,348)

appropriations used to purchase depreciable capital assets  1,951  6,348 

Cash provided by (used in) capital activities  –  –   

Investing activities

 decrease (increase) in restricted cash, cash equivalents and receivables  (272)  123 

Cash provided by (used in) investing activities  (272)  123 

Financing activities

 obligation under capital lease  (484)  (436)

Cash provided by (used in) financing activities  (484)  (436)

decrease in cash and cash equivalents  (1,753)  (5,161)

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year  14,020  19,181 

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year  12,267  14,020 

the accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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Note to the Financial Statements for the year ended March 31, 2012

1. AuTHOrITY ANd MISSION
the Canadian Museum of nature (the “Corporation”) was established by the Museums Act on July 1st, 1990, and is an agent Crown 
corporation named in Part i of schedule iii of the Financial Administration Act and is not subject to the provisions of the Income Tax Act.

the Corporation’s mission is to increase, throughout Canada and internationally, interest in, knowledge of and appreciation and respect 
for the natural world by establishing, maintaining and developing for research and posterity a collection of natural history objects,  
with special but not exclusive reference to Canada, and by demonstrating the natural world, the knowledge derived from it and the  
understanding it represents.

brief descriptions of the Corporation’s activities are as follows:

Public Education Programme
the Corporation develops and maintains exhibitions, programmes, the nature.ca website, electronic and print publications, and activities 
to foster an understanding of, and respect for, nature.

Collections Management
the Corporation develops, preserves and makes accessible collections of natural history specimens, objects and information to meet the 
growing needs of the public and private sectors for research, education and informed decision-making about the natural world.

research
the Corporation studies the past and helps Canadians prepare for the future by conducting systematics and applied research, and by 
developing and maintaining networks and linkages with Canadian and international science communities.

Internal Services
the Corporation develops and implements the policies, processes and an accountability structure and processes to oversee the fulfilment 
of its mandate, including governance, strategic direction, corporate services, monitoring of corporate performance, reporting to Parliament 
and revenue generating activities.

Accommodation
the Corporation provides secure and functional facilities that meet all safety and building code requirements. among these facilities is 
the renovated victoria Memorial Museum building that furthers the vision and mandate of the Corporation.

2. SIGNIFICANT ACCOuNTING POLICIES
the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian public sector accounting standards (Psas) for government 
not-for-profit organizations and reflect the following policies.

A)  Basis of Presentation
the Corporation has prepared its financial statements as at March 31, 2012 by applying section 4200 of the Psas relating to not-for-profit 
organizations. the financial statements audited as at March 31, 2011 and the opening balances of its statement of financial Position at 
april 1st, 2010 prepared in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles (gaaP) were restated. at March 31, 2011 
the organization was classified as a government business-type organization (gbto).

the Corporation applies the deferral method to recognize contributions for not-for-profit organizations.

B)  use of Estimates
the preparation of financial statements in accordance with Canadian public sector accounting standards (Psas) for government not-for-
profit organizations requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities  
at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenue and expenses for the year. employee future benefits and 
the estimated useful lives of capital assets are the most significant items for which estimates are used. actual results could differ  
significantly from those estimated. these estimates are reviewed annually and as adjustments become necessary, they are recorded in 
the financial statements in the fiscal year which they become known.

Financial Statements
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C)  Collections
the Corporation holds and preserves invaluable collections of natural history specimens for the benefit of Canadians, present and future. 
the collections are shown as an asset on the statement of financial Position at a nominal value of $1,000 due to practical difficulties in 
determining a meaningful value for these assets. objects purchased for the collections are recorded as an expense in the year of acquisition. 
objects donated to the Corporation are recorded as assets at the nominal value.

d)  Capital Assets
Capital assets are recorded at cost. assets recorded as capital leases are initially recorded  
at the present value of the minimum lease payments at the inception of the lease. land 
and building owned by the government of Canada and that are under the control of 
the Corporation are recorded at their estimated cost. amortization is calculated on the 
straight-line method using rates based on the estimated useful life of the assets.

Material and equipment acquired for the purpose of the design, development and main-
tenance of exhibits are charged to operations in the year of acquisition.

E) Employee Future Benefits

i) Pension benefits

substantially all of the employees of the Corporation are covered by the Public service 
Pension Plan (the “Plan”), a contributory defined benefit plan established through legis-
lation and sponsored by the government of Canada. Contributions are required by both 
the employees and the Corporation to cover current service cost. Pursuant to legislation 
currently in place, the Corporation has no legal or constructive obligation to pay further 
contributions with respect to any past service or funding deficiencies of the Plan. Conse-
quently, contributions are recognized as an expense in the year when employees have 
rendered service and represent the total pension obligation of the Corporation.

ii) Severance benefits and sick leave benefits

employees are entitled to severance benefits and sick leave benefits, as provided for under labor contracts and conditions of employment. 
the cost of these benefits is accrued to operations as the employees render the services necessary to earn them. Management determined 
the accrued severance benefit obligation by using a method based upon assumptions and its best estimates while an actuarial method 
is used to determine the value of the sick leave obligation. the actuarial gains and losses are amortized over the expected average  
remaining service life of the related employee group. the severance benefits represent the only obligation of the Corporation that entails 
settlement by future payment.

F)  revenue recognition
revenues from commercial operations, educational programmes, scientific services and other revenues are recognized when persuasive 
evidence of an arrangement exists between the two parties, goods have been delivered or services have been provided to the customers, 
price is fixed and determinable and collection is reasonably assured. the Corporation also records deferred revenue when amounts are 
received in advance of providing goods and services.

40 years victoria Memorial Museum 
building

35 years Property under capital lease

35 years Collection cabinets and  
compactors

10 years research equipment
general equipment
furnishings and office

5 to 25 years building improvements

5 years Motor vehicles

3 to 5 years leasehold improvements

3 years Computer equipment
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G)  Parliamentary Appropriations
the government of Canada provides financing to the Corporation through parliamentary appropriations.

•	 The	parliamentary	appropriations	for	operating	expenditures	are	recognized	as	revenue	in	the	fiscal	years	for	which	they	are	approved.	

•	 The	parliamentary	appropriations	allocated	to	the	purchase	of	depreciable	capital	assets	are	recorded	as	deferred	revenue,	contri-
butions and parliamentary appropriations on the statement of financial Position. when depreciable capital assets are purchased, 
the portion of the parliamentary appropriations used for the acquisition of these capital assets is then reclassified as deferred capital 
funding on the statement of financial Position and recognised as revenue on the statement of operations on the same basis as the 
amortization of the corresponding capital assets.

•	 Parliamentary	appropriations	allocated	to	specific	expenses	are	deferred	in	the	Statement	of	Financial	Position	and	recognized	as	
revenue in the statement of operations in the fiscal year in which the related expenses are incurred.

the Corporation is required to report on the spending of appropriations in its annual report. 

H)  donations
donations are comprised of contributions received from individuals, foundations and corporations.

unrestricted contributions are recognized as revenue in the statement of operations when received or receivable if the amount to be 
received can be reasonably estimated and collection is reasonably assured.

Contributions externally restricted for specific projects or expenses are deferred in the statement of financial Position and recognized 
as revenue in the statement of operations in the fiscal year in which the related expenditures are incurred. investment income related 
to restricted contributions is first recorded in the statement of financial Position and then recognized as revenue in the statement of 
operations in the fiscal year in which the related expenses are incurred.

externally restricted endowment stipulating that the principal of the endowment fund be maintained permanently is recorded as direct 
increases to accumulated deficit during the period in which they are received. investment income on the endowment is externally  
restricted for specific purposes and is included in the accumulated deficit until it is used for specific externally restricted purposes when 
it is then recognised as revenue in the statement of operations.

I) Volunteer Services
volunteers contribute a significant number of hours every year. due to the difficulty of determining their fair value, contributed services 
are not recognized in the financial statements.

J) Financial Instruments
after initial recognition at fair value, the measurement of financial instruments depends on their classification. the Corporation’s financial 
assets and financial liabilities are classified and measured as follows:

Asset / Liability Classification Measurement 

Cash and cash equivalents held for trading fair value

restricted cash and cash equivalents held for trading fair value

accounts receivable loans and receivables amortized cost

restricted receivables loans and receivables amortized cost

accounts payable and accrued liabilities other financial liabilities amortized cost

any unrealized fluctuations in the fair value of cash and cash equivalents (unrestricted and restricted) are reported in the statement of 
remeasurement gains and losses. any realized gains and losses are reclassified in the statement of operations. financial instruments 
are tested annually for impairment at the financial statements date, and any permanent impairment would be reported in the statement 
of operations. transaction costs are recorded as expenses in the statement of operations in the year incurred.

Financial Statements
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all financial instruments measured at fair value must be classified in fair value hierarchy levels prioritizing the valuation techniques used 
to determine the fair value of a financial instrument based on whether the inputs to these techniques are observable or unobservable:

•	 Level 1 – financial instruments are considered level 1 when valuation can be based on quoted prices in active markets for identical 
assets and liabilities.

•	 Level 2 – financial instruments are considered level 2 when they are valued using quoted prices for similar assets and liabilities, 
quoted prices in markets that are not active, or models using inputs that are observable.

•	 Level 3 – financial instruments are considered level 3 when their values are determined using pricing models, discounted cash flow 
methodologies or similar techniques and at least one significant model assumption or input is unobservable.

the Corporation’s cash and cash equivalents (unrestricted and restricted) corresponds to the level 1 fair value hierarchy classification.

the required disclosures are included in note 18.

3. TrANSITION TO PuBLIC SECTOr ACCOuNTING STANdArdS
effective april 1st, 2011, the Corporation adopted Psas for public sector not-for-profit organizations. this involves a retroactive application 
with restatement of the audited annual financial statements at March 31, 2011 and the opening balances of its statement of financial 
Position at april 1st, 2010. 

Key adjustments resulting from the adoption of these standards are indicated in the following tables:

Statement of Financial Position
the March 31, 2011 balance sheet has been replaced by the statement of financial Position which includes the presentation of  
accumulated deficit.

 
(in thousands of dollars)

 
references

Audited  
March 31, 2011

Sick Leave  
Adjustment

Classification  
Adjustment

Adjusted  
March 31, 2011

liabilities:

deferred revenues, contributions and  
   parliamentary appropriations (c) 7,078 1,381 8,459

Current employee future benefits (a) 535 170 705

long term employee future benefits (a) 2,118 1,583 3,701

 
(in thousands of dollars)

 
references

Audited
April 1st, 2010

Sick Leave  
Adjustment

Classification 
Adjustment

Adjusted
 April 1st, 2010

liabilities:

deferred revenues, contributions and  
   parliamentary appropriations (c) 11,353 1,282 12,635

Current employee future benefits (a) 486 146 632

long term employee future benefits (a) 2,295 1,567 3,862

Statement of Operations
the statement of operations and Comprehensive income for the year ended March 31, 2011 has been replaced by the statement of 
operations. other comprehensive income is not recognized by Psas standards.

 
(in thousands of dollars)

Audited
March 31, 2011

 
Adjustments

Adjusted
March 31, 2011

net result of operations  1,135 (41) 1,094
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Statement of Changes in Accumulated deficit
the statement of Changes in equity for the year ended March 31, 2011 has been replaced by the statement of Changes in accumulated 
deficit, which reports the extent to which the expenditures of the year are offset by the revenues recognized in the year, as well as  
acquisitions of tangible capital assets and an obligation under capital lease explaining the difference between the net result of the year 
and the change in accumulated deficit for the year.

 
(in thousands of dollars)

 
references

 
unrestricted

 
Endowment 

Invested in 
capital assets

 
March 31, 2011

accumulated deficit, beginning of year (b) (257) 305 (9,047) (8,999)

net result of operations 1,094 (564) 1,094

net changes in investment in capital assets (d) 564

Accumulated deficit, end of year 1,401 305 (9,611) (7,905)

 
(in thousands of dollars)

 
references

 
unrestricted

 
Endowment 

Invested in 
capital assets

 
April 1st, 2010

accumulated deficit, beginning of year 2,407 305 (8,442) (5,730)

Cumulative adjustment of previous fiscal years   
  relating to future benefits (a) (1,713) (1,713)

net result of operations (1,556) (1,556)

net changes in investment in capital assets (d) 605 (605)

Accumulated deficit, end of year (257) 305 (9,047) (8,999)

a) Employee future benefits

Psas requires that the expense be recognized during the professional life of the employee or when specific events take place, and that 
the amounts be calculated according to an actuarial method or, in some cases, using estimates determined by management. 

retroactive application of the provisions in section 3255 of Psas requires that the Corporation recalculate accrued benefits, post-
employment benefits and paid leave obligations at the time of transitioning to Psas.

i) Severance Benefits 

accounting standards applicable for Canadian public sector not-for-profit organizations require that severance benefits obligations be 
established on the basis of the accrued benefits. Prior to the transition to Psas, the Corporation determined this cost based on the most 
probable internal assumptions and estimates, as employees rendered the services required to accumulate the corresponding rights.  
no Psas transition adjustment is required given that the method used by the Corporation to assess severance pay obligations according 
to Psas remains the same.  

ii) Sick Leave benefits

the Corporation has never recorded obligations related to sick leave, because no rights could be acquired at an employee’s exit. 

under Psas, the Corporation must record an obligation related to sick leave accruing even if it is not paid at the time of an employee’s exit.

the Corporation called on an independent actuary to determine the value of the obligation that will be recognized as a sick leave benefit. 
liabilities and expenses related to accrued sick leave obligations were added to the 2011 restated financial statements. sick leave  
obligations are $1,753,000 at March 31, 2011 and $1,713,000 at april 1st, 2010. the ending balances as at March 31, 2011 and  
april 1st, 2010 have been adjusted.

Financial Statements
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b) Accumulated deficit

the equity section in the statement of financial Position has been renamed “accumulated deficit” to mirror the presentation of the  
financial statements according to section Ps 4200 of public sector not-for-profit organizations. retained earnings or deficit and the other 
elements of comprehensive income that previously appeared in the Corporation’s financial statements prior to the transition to Psas are 
reclassified in the statement of Changes in accumulated deficit as unrestricted, endowment and investment in capital assets.

endowment of $305,000 are permanently restricted amounts as indicated in note 11 of the financial statements.

accumulated deficit related to investment in capital assets of $9,611,000 at March 31, 2011 and $9,047,000 at april 1st, 2010 is  
determined by the variance between the net book value of the Corporation’s capital assets minus the book value of the obligation under 
capital lease and the amount of deferred financing obligations.

unrestricted accumulated deficit of $1,401,000 at March 31, 2011 and $(257,000) at april 1st, 2010 represent the remaining balance of 
the Corporation’s accumulated deficit. 

c) Other comprehensive income and comprehensive income for the year

the concept of disclosing other comprehensive income is not recognized in Psas.

Consequently, other comprehensive income and the comprehensive income for the year previously stated in the Corporation’s financial  
statements prior to the transition to the Psas are not presented in the Corporation’s statement of operations. therefore, the accumulated  
other comprehensive income of $1,684,000 at March 31, 2011 and $1,586,000 at april 1st, 2010 previously presented in the balance  
sheet (statement of financial position) were reclassified as deferred revenue, contributions and parliamentary appropriations ($1,381,000 
at March 31, 2011 and $1,282,000 at april 1st, 2010) and restricted accumulated deficit for endowment purposes ($305,000 at March 31,  
2011 and april 1st, 2010). amounts reclassified as deferred revenue, contributions and parliamentary appropriations represent restricted 
contributions received by the Corporation from non-governmental sources.

other comprehensive income at March 31, 2011 and april 1st, 2010 previously recorded as revenue in 2011 and 2010 were reversed.

d) Statement of Changes in Equity and Statement of Changes in Accumulated deficit

to comply with section 4200 of Psas for public sector not-for-profit organizations, the statement of Changes in equity that was previously 
presented has been replaced by the statement of Changes in accumulated deficit that presents accumulated deficit at the beginning of 
the year, net result of operations in the year, and net change in investment in capital assets.

in 2011, investment in capital assets decreased by $564,000 ($605,000 in 2010). these amounts appear as an increase in unrestricted 
accumulated deficit and as a decrease in investment in capital assets of each year. the presentation shows that the Corporation used 
this portion of its investment in capital assets for its operations for each year.

e) Other changes and exemptions

– Section 3450 of PSAS – Financial Instruments

the Corporation has chosen early adoption of section 3450 of Psas, which establishes standards on how to record and present the 
financial instruments. by choosing to adopt section 3450 early, the Corporation must also adopt sections 1201 financial statement  
Presentation, 3041 Portfolio investments and 2601 foreign Currency translation early. these standards were not applied retroactively 
but rather prospectively from april 1st, 2011 per requirement in section 3450 of Psas. section 2601 of Psas has no effect on the Corporation’s 
financial statements. the following requirements of sections 3450, 1201 and 3041 of Psas are noteworthy:

•	 In	accordance	with	Section	3450,	financial	instruments	recognition,	de-recognition	and	measurement	followed	by	the	Corporation	
in prior periods have not been reversed and therefore the March 31, 2011 financial statements and april 1st, 2010 opening balances 
have not been adjusted.

•	 On	April	1st, 2011, the Corporation recognized all financial assets and liabilities in its statement of financial Position. the only financial 
instruments measured by the Corporation at fair value are Cash and Cash equivalents (unrestricted and restricted). therefore, the 
recognition of Cash and Cash equivalents (unrestricted and restricted) at fair value on april 1st, 2011 resulted in no remeasurement 
gain or loss. 
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– Section 4270 of PSAS – Disclosure of Allocated Expenses by Not-for-Profit Organizations

Presently, the Corporation does not apply the method of allocating costs for the purpose of distributing expenses between functions; 
therefore, section 4270 does not apply to these financial statements. 

– Section 2125 of PSAS – Frist Time Adoption by Government Organizations 

section 2125 of Psas specifies that any new user, as is presently the case of the Corporation, is not obliged to comply with all the  
requirements of section 3150 (tangible capital assets) to record retroactively the decreases in the value of tangible capital assets that 
occur prior to the date of the transition to Psas. if a new user applies this exemption, the criteria to guide the recording of a decrease in 
value of a tangible capital assets stated in section Ps 3150 are forecasted as of the date of the transition. the Corporation chose to take 
advantage of this exemption. 

Statement of Cash Flows
the statement of cash flows now presents a new category for capital activities. the information was previously presented in investing activities.

4. CASH ANd CASH EQuIVALENTS ANd rESTrICTEd CASH, CASH EQuIVALENTS ANd rECEIVABLES
Cash and cash equivalents consist of balances with banks and investments in money market instruments with terms to maturity of  
90 days or less.

restricted cash, cash equivalents and receivables include deferred contributions, funds received for the endowment and amounts  
receivable for contributions from the non-owners. restricted cash accounts are managed in accordance with the donor’s wishes and are 
investment in accordance with the investment Policy of the Corporation.

restricted cash and cash equivalents consist of balances with banks and investments in money market instruments with terms to  
maturity of 90 days or less.

as per the Corporation’s investments Policy, operating funds are investment in short-term money market instruments that are rated  
aa or better and guaranteed by the government of Canada, a provincial government or the national bank of Canada. the investment 
vehicles consist of banker’s acceptances, promissory notes and term deposits. the Corporation held investments during the year and 
earned interest revenue on these investments. however, as of March 31, 2012 and 2011, as well as april 1st 2010, the entire amount 
was held in cash.

5. COLLECTIONS
the natural history collections consist of over 10.5 million specimens and grew by 10,507 items this fiscal year (2011 – 5,829). these are 
exceptional scientific resources that are available nationally and internationally for research, exhibits and education.

the Corporation maintains multiple collection groupings, with the major collections as noted below divided into four discipline-related groups:

•	 the	Earth	Sciences	collection	(minerals,	rocks,	gems,	fossils),

•	 the	Vertebrates	collection	(mammals,	birds,	fish,	amphibians	and	reptiles),

•	 the	Invertebrates	collection	(molluscs,	insects,	crustaceans,	parasites,	annelids),	and

•	 the	Botany	collection	(algae,	vascular	plants,	bryophytes,	lichens).

the collections are managed and cared for through a collections risk assessment process that seeks to preserve the value of collec-
tions and uses a rational process for the establishment of priorities for their care. the Corporation has incurred $2.1 million in 2012  
(2011 – $2.3 million) for the management, protection and conservation of its collections. 

there were no material changes or sale of specimens related to the collections during the year. 

Financial Statements
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6. CAPITAL ASSETS

 
(in thousands of dollars)

 
Cost

Accumulated 
amortization

March 31, 2012
Net book value

 
Cost 

Accumulated 
amortization

March 31, 2011
Net book value

April 1st, 2010
Net book value

land 627 – 627 627 – 627 627

victoria Memorial Museum building 204,727 23,900 180,827 204,727 18,885 185,842 185,655

Property under capital lease 35,040 15,866 19,174 35,040 14,872 20,168 21,159

Collection cabinets and compactors 3,678 1,631 2,047 3,639 1,526 2,113 2,217

leasehold improvements 3,932 1,923 2,009 2,304 1,234 1,070 544

furnishings and office equipment 1,265 903 362 1,259 848 411 338

research equipment 3,364 3,128 236 3,290 3,008 282 467

Computer equipment 2,830 2,690 140 2,644 2,450 194 414

building improvements 144 84  60 144 58 86 85

general equipment 412 329 83 395 313 82 69

Motor vehicles 42 42 – 42 42 – 4

256,061 50,496 205,565 254,111 43,236 210,875 211,579

the current year amortization expense amounts to $ 7,261,000 (2011: $ 7,052,000).

during the year, the Corporation did not dispose of, or write off any assets.

7. OBLIGATION uNdEr CAPITAL LEASE
the natural heritage building houses the Corporation’s natural history collections and administrative functions, on the Corporation’s 
site in gatineau, Quebec. the Corporation is acquiring the building through a lease purchase agreement with a term of 35 years. it is 
committed to pay rent under all circumstances and in the event of termination of the lease, at the Corporation’s option or otherwise, pay 
sufficient rent to repay all financing on the building. Management intends to completely discharge its obligation under the lease and 
obtain free title to the building in 2031, after the Corporation uses its right to purchase the building for ten dollars.

future minimum lease payments, by year and in aggregate, under the financing obligation are as follows:

 
(in thousands of dollars)

Obligation under capital lease 
 at March 31, 2012

Obligation under capital lease 
at March 31, 2011 

2013  3,500  3,500

2014 3,500 3,500

2015 3,500 3,500

2016 3,500 3,500

2017 3,500 3,500

thereafter 50,750 54,250

total minimum future payments (1)  68,250 71,750

deduct: imputed interest (38,128) (41,144)

Present value of financing obligations (2)  30,122 30,606

(1)  the amounts payable under the capital lease are based on the fixed interest rate of 9.88%, for a period of 35 years, established at the time of signing the lease.

(2)  the present value of the capital lease obligation based on a current market interest rate of 8.75% is estimated at $33 million.
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8. dEFErrEd rEVENuES, CONTrIBuTIONS ANd PArLIAMENTArY APPrOPrIATIONS
Contributions received and appropriations that are restricted for a specified purpose are deferred, and recognized as revenue in the  
fiscal year that the related expenses are incurred.

funds received by the Corporation for Museum operations, educational programs, or scientific services that are not yet earned through 
the provision of goods or services, are deferred by the Corporation, and recognized as revenue in the fiscal year that the earnings process 
is culminated.

deferred revenues, contributions and appropriations during the fiscal year were as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011 2010

deferred contributions from non-government sources 2,010 1,381 1,282

deferred parliamentary appropriations 6,500 6,795 10,975

total deferred contributions and parliamentary appropriations 8,510 8,176 12,257

deferred revenues – goods and services 280 283 378

Balance, end of year 8,790 8,459  12,635

Changes in the deferred revenues, contributions and parliamentary appropriations during the year were as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

balance, beginning of year 8,459 12,635

add :

restricted contributions received 1,188 1,049

restricted parliamentary appropriations received 1,789 3,272

deferred revenue for the provision of goods and services 412 667

3,389 4,988

less :

deferred revenue of the previous year for the provision of goods and services (415) (762)

restricted contributions recognized (558) (951)

restricted parliamentary appropriations spent (2,085) (7,451)

(3,058) (9,164)

Balance, end of year 8,790 8,459

9. dEFErrEd CAPITAL FuNdING
deferred capital funding represents the portion of the parliamentary appropriations used to purchase depreciable capital assets. 

Changes in the deferred capital funding balance are as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

balance, beginning of year 189,881 189,584

appropriations used to purchase capital assets 1,951 6,348

amortization of deferred contributions related to capital assets (6,257) (6,051)

Balance, end of year 185,575 189,881

Financial Statements
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10. EMPLOYEE FuTurE BENEFITS

i) Pension benefits

the Corporation and all eligible employees contribute to the Public service Pension Plan. this pension plan provides benefits based 
on years of services and average earnings at retirement. the benefits are fully indexed to the increase in the Consumer Price index.  
the Corporation’s and employees’ contributions to the plan during the year were as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

Corporation’s contributions 1,546 1,640

employees’ contributions 802 885

the President of the treasury board of Canada sets the required employer contributions based on a multiple of the employees’ required 
contribution. the general contribution rate effective at year end was 1.86% (1.94% for the prior year). total contributions of $1,546,000 
($1,640,000 in prior year) were recognized as expense in the current year. 

the government of Canada holds a statutory obligation for the payment of benefits relating to the Plan. Pension benefits generally accrue 
up to a maximum period of 35 years at an annual rate of 2 percent of pensionable service times the average of the best five consecutive 
years of earnings. the benefits are coordinated with Canada/Québec Pension Plan benefits and they are indexed to inflation. 

ii)  Severance benefits

the Corporation provides severance benefits to its employees based on years of service and final salary. this benefit plan is unfunded 
and thus has no assets, resulting in a plan deficit equal to the accrued benefit obligation. benefits will be paid from future appropriations. 
information about the plan, measured at the statement of financial Position date, is as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

accrued benefit obligation, beginning of year 2,653 2,781

Cost for the year 800 239

benefits paid during the year (57) (367)

Accrued benefit obligation, end of year 3,396 2,653

short term portion 1,698 535

long term portion 1,698 2,118

3,396 2,653

iii) Paid Sick Leave 

the Corporation has recorded an obligation related to sick leave benefits for its employees. sick leave obligations were $ 1,807,000 at 
March 31, 2012 and $1,753,000 at March 31, 2011. 

the estimated average remaining service period of the employees is estimated at 12 years. the Corporation has chosen to amortize the 
actuarial loss of sick leave over the 12 years.
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information on these benefits, evaluated by an actuary at the date of the statement of financial Position consists of the following:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

sick leave obligations, at the beginning of the fiscal year 1,753  1,713

Current service cost 114 101

interest cost on accrued benefit obligation 70 71

actuarial loss on obligation 20 14

sick leave used during the fiscal year (150) (146)

Sick leave obligation, end of year 1,807 1,753

short term portion 185 170

long term portion 1,622 1,583

1,807 1,753

assumptions in the actuarial evaluation include a discount rate of 2.75% for 2012 (4.03% for 2011) as well as an inflation rate of 1.50% for both period.

the non-amortized actuarial loss as at March 31, 2012 is $ 220,409 ($ 148,167 as at March 31, 2011).

11. ENdOWMENT rESTrICTIONS
an endowment fund received from anne and henry howden in the principal amount of $305,000, as well as a significant entomological 
collection. the endowment was established to enable professional studies and research of entomological collections for the Corporation. 

the entire amount of accumulated deficit restricted for endowment purposes is subject to externally imposed restrictions stipulating that 
the resources be maintained permanently in the principal of the endowment fund. investment income on the endowment is externally 
restricted for specified purposes and is included in the accumulated deficit until it is used for specific purposes of the externally imposed 
restrictions, at which time it is recorded as revenue in the statement of operations.

in the event that the Corporation decides not to maintain entomological collections, the systematic entomology endowment fund shall 
be transferred, along with any entomological collections, to the royal ontario Museum.

12. INVESTMENT IN CAPITAL ASSETS
a. the investment in capital assets consists of the following:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

Capital assets 205,565 210,875

less amounts financed by capital lease (30,122) (30,605)

less amounts financed by deferred contributions related to capital assets (185,575) (189,881)

(10,132) (9,611)

b. the net change in investment in capital assets is calculated as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

Capital asset additions 1,951 6,348

add: repayment of obligation under capital lease 483 437

less: capital assets financed with deferred capital contributions (1,951) (6,348)

Capital assets purchased with the Corporation’s funds 483 437

amortization of deferred capital contributions 6,257 6,051

amortization of capital assets (7,261) (7,052)

net change in investment in capital assets (521) (564)

Financial Statements
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13. PArLIAMENTArY APPrOPrIATIONS
to achieve its mission, the Corporation relies on government funding. this government funding is comprised as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

Appropriations received and receivable:

operating and Capital budgets 28,555 30,361

supplementary budgets 37 2,921

28,592 33,282

Portion of parliamentary appropriations received in current year deferred for future capital projects (1,789) (3,272)

Previous year’s appropriations used in current year to complete specific projects 2,085 7,451

appropriations used to purchase depreciable capital assets (1,951) (6,348)

amortization of deferred capital funding 6,257 6,051

Appropriations recognized during the year 33,194 37,164

14. COMMErCIAL OPErATIONS
Commercial operations revenue is comprised as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

admission fees 1,845 2,042

Parking 656 658

rental of facilities 403 358

boutique and cafeteria leases 204 254

Memberships 234 214

Publishing royalties 2 12

Publishing revenues 17 12

3,361 3,550

15. rELATEd PArTY TrANSACTIONS
the Corporation is related to all government of Canada departments, agencies and Crown corporations. 

in addition to those related party transactions disclosed elsewhere in these financial statements, the Corporation incurred expenses for 
the work and services provided by other government departments, agencies, and Crown corporations totalling $3,174,000 ($3,338,000 
in 2011), and earned revenues totalling $55,000 ($33,000 in 2011). these transactions were conducted in the normal course of operations, 
under the same terms and conditions that applied to outside parties and recorded at the exchange amount. 

16. CONTrACTuAL OBLIGATIONS
as of March 31, 2012, the Corporation has contracts for information systems and building maintenance services with a remaining value 
of $7,457,000 ($6,040,000 in 2011). estimated future minimum payments under these contracts are as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

future minimum payments 6,626 684 77 35 35
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17. CONTINGENCIES
in the normal course of its operations, the Corporation becomes involved in various claims or legal actions. some of these potential  
liabilities may become actual liabilities when one or more future events occur or fail to occur. to the extent that the future event is likely 
to occur or fail to occur, and a reasonable estimate of the loss can be made, an estimated liability and an expense are recorded in the 
Corporation’s financial statements. 

as of March 31, 2012 and March 31, 2011, there were no claims against the Corporation.

18. FINANCIAL INSTruMENTS

A) Financial risk Management
all of the following risks have no significant impact on the Corporation’s financial statements.

i)  Credit risk

the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the other party by failing to meet its financial commitments. 
the Corporation is exposed to credit risk, through its normal commercial activities, on its accounts receivable of $579,000 ($779,000 at  
March 31, 2011 and $1,004,000 at april 1st, 2010). in order to reduce this risk, the Corporation closely monitors the issuance and collection  
of credit to commercial clients and the concentration of this risk is also minimized because the Corporation has a large and diverse  
customer base. the investment Policy limits the Corporation to secure investments (see note 4).

as at March 31, 2012, $144,000 ($72,000 at March 31, 2011 and $564 at april 1st, 2010) of accounts receivables were past due and  
fully provisioned by an allowance for bad debt. the allowance for doubtful accounts is based on an account by account analysis that 
considers the aging of the account and the current creditworthiness of the customer. accounts which have exceeded 120 days are  
considered past due.

ii)  Liquidity risk

liquidity risk is the potential inability to meet financial obligations as they become due. the Corporation manages this risk by maintaining 
detailed cash forecasts, as well as long-term operating and strategic plans. the management of liquidity requires a constant monitoring 
of expected cash inflows and outflows which is achieved through a forecast of the Corporation’s liquidity position, to ensure adequacy 
and efficient use of cash resources. the Corporation’s financial liabilities are due as follows:

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011 2010

Accounts payable and 
accrued liabilities

Accounts payable and 
accrued liabilities

Accounts payable and 
accrued liabilities

less than 3 months 3,165 2,963 5,486

3 to 6 months 5 5 43

3,170 2,968 5,529

iii)  Market risk

Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market prices, 
whether those changes are caused by factors specific to the individual financial instrument of its issuer, or factors affecting all similar 
financial instruments traded in the market. Market risks comprise three types of risk: Currency risk, interest rate risk, and Price risk. as 
the entire amount of cash and cash equivalents (unrestricted and restricted) was held in cash at March 31, 2012, March 31, 2011 and 
april 1st, 2010, the Corporation is not exposed to market risk.

B) Fair value
the carrying amounts of the Corporation’s accounts payable and accrued liabilities approximate their fair values due to their short  
term maturity.

Financial Statements
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19. SuMMArY OF ExPENSES BY OBJECT

(in thousands of dollars) 2012 2011

Personnel costs 16,133 15,837

amortization of capital assets 7,261 7,052

operation and maintenance of buildings 4,021 3,340 

interest on capital lease obligation 3,017 3,063

real property taxes 2,611 2,607

Professional and special services 2,724 3,281 

exhibitions 1,406  2,068 

information management infrastructure and systems 1,388 1,373

repairs and maintenance 694 851

Marketing and communications 891 1,389

travel 342 370

freight and cartage 68 73

Purchase of objects for collections 1

others 111 128

 40,667 41,433 
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Canadian Museum of Nature 

nature.ca

Victoria Memorial Museum Building 

240 mcleod street, Ottawa, Ontario

Natural Heritage Building 

1740 Pink Road, Gatineau, Quebec

Information 

613-566-4700 or 1-800-263-4433


